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1. Table of Abbreviations and Symbols 
C Consonant 
CAUS Causative 
CM Class marker 
COMP Completed action 
CONJ Conjunction 
DL Dual 
EMPH Emphatic 
EXCL Exclusive 
INCL Inclusive 
IN Inalienable noun 
IRR Irrealis 
ITER Iterative, progressive 
NOM Nominalisation 
p Plural 
POS Possessive 
REC Reciprocal 
s Singular 
sp. Species 
V Vowel 
VAL Valence 
1 First person 
2 Second person 
3 Third person 
. Syllable boundary 
# Word juncture 
‘ ’ Gloss 
[ ] Phonetic representation 
/ / Phonemic representation 
» Primary stress 
« Secondary stress 
+ Morpheme boundary 
* form that does not occur in the language 
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2. Maps of the Arop-Lokep language area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Map 1: Arop-lokep language area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Map 2: Arop dialect, Long Island,  
Madang Province 

Map 1: Arop-Lokep language area 

Map 2: Arop dialect, Long Island, Madang Province 

Map 3: Lokep dialect, Tolokiwa and Umboi Islands, Morobe Province 

 

 

 

Map 3: Lokep dialect, Tolokiwa and 
Umboi Islands, Morobe Province 
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3. Introduction 
Arop-Lokep is an Austronesian language spoken by approximately 3,0151 

inhabitants of four islands in the Siassi chain of islands in the Vitiaz Strait of 
Papua New Guinea. The hyphenated language name is a recent convention 
derived from the common names of the language’s two principle dialects. The 
Arop dialect is spoken on Long Island. The Lokep dialect is spoken on 
Tolokiwa Island. 

Long Island is a volcanic island lying approximately 60 kilometres from the 
nearest point on the mainland and over 130 kilometres east of Madang in the 
Bismarck Sea. It is the easternmost claim of Madang Province, administered by 
the Rai Coast District in Saidor. 

Long Island suffered a cataclysmic volcanic eruption in unrecorded history 
that totally decimated the population. According to Ball and Hughes (1982:477) 
resettlement may have begun as recently as between 1850 and 1875. Today 
approximately 1855 people inhabit the island. They trace their origins to 
Tolokiwa Island. 

The common name utilised by neighbouring language groups to designate 
Long Island, its people and language is Arop. However, the local, vernacular 
name for the island, its people and language is Poonoo. The inhabitants of Long 
Island comprise approximately 61 percent of the total Arop-Lokep language 
population. Recently a small community of Arop speakers has also been 
established on neighbouring Crown Island. 

Tolokiwa Island lies some 40 kilometres east of Long Island and 20 
kilometres west of Umboi Island. It is administered through the Siassi District 
of Morobe Province. Like Long Island, Tolokiwa Island is a volcanic island. 
Unlike Long Island, its volcano is no longer active. 

It was primarily from Tolokiwa Island that Long Island was resettled after 
its cataclysmic volcanic eruption that decimated the population between 150 
and 300 years ago. And it was from Tolokiwa that a segment of the language 
community moved to Umboi Island. The speakers of the Arop-Lokep language 
consider the origin of their language to be Tolokiwa Island. 

The common name utilised by neighbouring language groups to designate 
Tolokiwa Island, its people and language is Lokep. However, the local, 
vernacular name for the island, its people and language is Lokewe. The 
inhabitants of Tolokiwa Island comprise approximately 27 percent (837 people) 
of the total Arop-Lokep language population. 

                                                           
1 Statistics taken from 2000 National Census. 
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Approximately one generation ago, part of the population of Tolokiwa 
Island split off from the eastern village of Nanat and moved to Umboi Island. 
They established the village of Masele on the northwest tip of the island. They 
now account for approximately 11 percent (323) of the total Arop-Lokep 
language population. 

Small communities of Arop-Lokep speakers are found in most coastal cities 
of PNG. The towns of Madang and Lae host cohesive communities of Arop-
Lokep speakers. Such displaced speakers represent an estimated 1 percent of the 
language population. 

Many of the early linguistic researchers in Papua New Guinea faced with 
the overwhelming number of languages in the country purposely limited their 
research to a more manageable number by concentrating on the languages in a 
particular province of the country. Those early researchers failed to adequately 
account for the close linguistic relationship between Arop of Madang Province 
and Lokep of Morobe Province. Early editions of the Ethnologue (Grimes, 
1988) based upon these researchers’ data listed Arop and Lokep as distinct 
languages. 

Arop and Lokep have been placed in a variety of classification schemes. 
Z’graggen, working from the perspective of Madang languages (1976b:287), 
classified Arop along with Roindji and Malalamai languages of the Rai Coast in 
the same Vitiaz subfamily of the Siassi family of languages. He has claimed 
that part of the Mur, Sel and Yara villages on the Rai Coast in the Madang 
Province speak Arop (1976a:103,105). 

Hooley and McElhanon’s (1970) study of Morobe languages did not 
encompass the Arop dialect of the language spoken on Long Island. However 
the ‘Lukep’ dialect of the language spoken on Tolokiwa Island was placed in 
the Siassi Family of languages. They noted (1970:1091) the Tolokiwa claim 
that Malasanga and Arop are the same as their language. 

Hooley’s later work (1971) joined the Jabêm (Yabêm) family to the Siassi 
family. He then subdivided the Siassi family into subfamilies. His Island 
subfamily is comprised of the following languages: Lukep, Barim, Malasanga, 
Mangap, Roinji, Sio, Tami, Tuam Nengaya, Gitua and Gedaged. McElhanon’s 
later work (1978) placed Long Island, home of the Arop speakers, in the Lukep 
language area. 

Chowning (1969:28), working from the perspective of New Britain 
languages, speculated that her Bariai Family of languages would come to be 
incorporated into a larger family which extends through the Siassi Islands 
(presumably including Long Island) to the mainland. Indeed she later 
(1976:369) concedes her Bariai family of Kove, Kaliai, Bariai, Kilenge and 
Maleu languages to Hooley’s Island subfamily of the Siassi Family. 
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Capell (1969:128) distinguishing the typological features of syntax 
classified Arop as AN2. In a latter work (1971:296) Arop was not classified. He 
noted that there was not enough information on the Vitiaz Strait languages to 
classify them. However, Arop reappears in Capell’s 1976 classification (p. 268), 
this time as AN1. 

Wurm and Hattori’s Language Atlas (1981) gives an adequate classification 
for the language and probably best represents its linguistic relationship to 
neighbouring languages. According to them, Arop is a sub-dialect of the 
‘Lukep’ language. Arop is spoken on Long Island and the Rai Coast east of 
Saidor in the Madang Province. The ‘Lukep’ sub-dialect of the ‘Lukep’ 
language is spoken in the three villages on the east side of Tolokiwa Island and 
on the northwest tip of Umboi Island in the village of Masele. Their 
classification places ‘Lukep’ along with the Barim and Malasanga languages in 
the Korap subfamily of the Siassi family of Austronesian languages. 

The present researchers’ current understanding of the dialect boundaries of 
Arop-Lokep differ somewhat from Wurm and Hattori’s proposal in two 
respects. First, the relationship between the Arop dialect spoken on Long Island 
and the language spoken in the Rai Coast villages east of Saidor is reportedly 
distant enough that native Long Islanders will resort to using the trade language, 
Tok Pisin, to communicate with them. Although further research is required to 
ascertain the exact relationship between the two, local perception seems to be 
that the relationship is no closer than that of the Barim language to the Lokep 
dialect. Secondly, based upon wordlists and local linguistic and cultural 
perception we would divide the Arop-Lokep language into two major dialects, 
each composed of two sub-dialects. 

The major dialects are the Arop dialect spoken on Long Island, and the 
Lokep dialect spoken on Tolokiwa Island and in Masele village of Umboi 
Island. Although the SIL standard wordlist of 100 words taken from each of the 
main villages of Long Island and Tolokiwa Island show them all to be nearly 
100% cognate with each other based upon the criteria of 50% phonetic 
similarity, there are, however, phonological and lexical differences between the 
dialects. 

The Arop dialect is perceived by the local population to consist of two sub-
dialects. For the convenience of discussion these sub-dialects will be called 
Arop1 and Arop2 (see Map 2). The speakers of the Arop1 sub-dialect live in the 
villages on the southern half of Long Island. The Arop1 villages include 
Matapun, Bara, Bok, and Kaut villages. These people have traditionally had 
greater interaction with the Sio language and other Rai Coast languages. The 
Arop1 villages coincide precisely with the villages comprising the Stombel 
parish of the Lutheran church. 
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Speakers of the Arop2 sub-dialect live in the villages on the northern half of 
Long Island. The Arop2 villages include Malala, Bunu, Saoko, Saroro, and 
Bokbok villages. They have greater interaction with the people of Tolokiwa 
Island and are thus influenced by the Lokep dialect. The Arop2 villages coincide 
precisely with the villages comprising the Buda parish of the Lutheran church. 
The recent migrations to Crown Island came primarily from this area. 

Like the Arop dialect, the Lokep dialect is also composed of two sub-
dialects, herein referred to as Lokep1 and Lokep2 (see Map 3). Speakers of the 
Lokep1 sub-dialect live in the villages of Bunu and Awar on Tolokiwa. They 
have strong ties with Long Island and are therefore influenced by the Arop 
dialect. The speakers of the Lokep2 sub-dialect live in the villages of Nanat 
(Tul) and Mulau of Tolokiwa Island and Masele village of Umboi Island. They 
have significant interaction with the speakers of Kovai and other languages 
spoken on Umboi Island. 

It is the purpose of this paper to describe and illustrate with data the 
phonology of Arop-Lokep. This report begins with an inventory of phonetic 
elements. Following are observations on general phonological processes, 
syllabicity, stress, and semi-vowels. The distribution of phonetic elements and 
contrast between phonemes leads to the proposal for a practical orthography. 

These phonological observations are based upon the authors’ research under 
the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics2 while resident on Long 
Island and Tolokiwa Island intermittently from 1987 until 2003. The analysis of 
data is based upon a native authored text corpus of over 20,000 words and a 
lexical inventory of about 2,000 entries that derive some 6,000-8,000 unique 
word forms. This data comes primarily from the Arop sub-dialects; data from 
the Lokep dialects is marked as such. 

                                                           
2 The authors wish to thank the people of Long Island and Tolokiwa Island for their 
kindness and patience in teaching them their language. 
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4. Phone Charts 
The following charts display the phonetic inventory of sounds that need to 

be accounted for in the Arop-Lokep phonology. 

Table 1: Phonetic inventory of consonants 

 Bilabial Labial-
Velar 

Alveolar Retro- 
flex 

Palatal Velar Glottal 

Plosive 
 Voiced 
  Unvoiced 
  
 Unreleased 

 
b 
p 
p| 

  
d 
t 
t| 

   
g 
k 
k| 

 
 
/ 

Nasal m  n ˜  N  
Flap   R     
Trill   r     
Fricative 
 Voiced 
 
 Unvoice
d 

   
 
s 

   
ƒ 

 

Lateral   l Ò    
Approximant  w   j   

Table 2: Phonetic inventory of vowels 
 Front Unrounded Central Unrounded Back Rounded 
High i  u 
High-mid  ˆ o 
Low-mid E  ç 
Low  A  
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5. Distribution of Phonemes 
The following sections explain and exemplify the distribution of each of 

the phones listed in Section 4 and account for the complementary distribution of 
allophones. All examples are written phonemically and phonetically.  

5.1 Consonants 
There are thirteen consonant phonemes in Arop-Lokep. The voiceless 

obstruents /p/, /t/, /k/, /s/ and the sonorants /m/, /n/, /N/, /l/, /r/ occur in all 
relevant positions. They fill syllable onset and coda positions occurring word-
initially, intervocalically, before and after consonants and word-finally. 

The voiced obstruents /b/ and /g/ have restricted distribution filling only the 
syllable onset position. They occur word-initially, intervocalically and 
following a consonant. The phoneme /d/ is not restricted in distribution, 
occurring in all relevant environments. The glottal stop // is rare and limited in 
distribution. It has only been observed in word-final position. 

The voiceless plosives are in complementary distribution with their 
voiceless unreleased plosive counterparts. The former occur in syllable onset 
position and the latter occur only in syllable coda position. For simplicity, the 
phones [p], [t] and [k] will be transcribed [p], [t] and [k] after this section. 

/p/ The phoneme /p/ occurs in all environments. It has the allophone [p|] in 
syllable coda position. 

1) #___ 
a. /pAt/ [»pAt|] ‘rock’ 
b. /pur/ [»pur] ‘banana’ 
c. /pidAu/ [»pi.«dAw] ‘kingfisher’ 

2) V___V 
a. /A+sApA/ [A.»sA.pA] ‘1s+carve’ 
b. /pusupusu/ [«pu.su.»pu.su] ‘squid’ 
c. /ti+pA/ [ti.»pA] ‘3p+travel’ 

3) V___C 
a. /supsup/ [«sup|.»sup|] ‘fish.spear’ 
b. /tAppul/ [»tAp|.«puÒ] ‘pumpkin’ 
c. /uplo/ [»up|.lo] ‘spider’ 
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4) C___V 
a. /pArpAr/ [«pAr.»pAr] ‘mat’ 
b. /bokpuru/ [«bok|.»pu.ru] ‘hawk’ 
c. /punpun/ [«pu˜.»pu˜] ‘coconut.husk’ 

5) ___# 
a. /tiAp/ [»ti.«Ap|] ‘no’ 
b. /ipip/ [»i.«pip|] ‘kidney’ 
c. /up/ [»up|] ‘digging.stick’ 

/t/ The phoneme /t/ occurs in all environments. It has the allophone [t|] in 
syllable coda position.  
6) #___ 

a. /tç+k/ [»tçk|]
 ‘older.sibling+1sPOS’ 
b. /tinA+nA/ [ti.»nA.nA] ‘mother+3sPOS’ 
c. /to/ [»to] ‘pole’ 

7) V___V 
a. /A+ti/ [A.»ti] ‘1s+pour’ 
b. /mAtuk/ [»mA.«tuk] ‘coconut’ 
c. /kAtA/ [»kA.tA] ‘liver’ 

8) V___C 
a. /butbut/ [«but|.»but|] ‘joist’ 
b. /A+kAt+nAi/ [A.»kAt|.«nAj] ‘1s+throw+VAL’ 
c. /tA+kAttE/ [tA.»kAt|.tE] ‘1pINCL+throw’ 

9) C___V 
a. /kçrtç/ [»kçr.tç] ‘vine.sp’ 
b. /tA+kAltç/ [tA.»kAl.tç] ‘1pINCL+cover’ 
c.  /mAntAi/ [»mAn.«tAj] ‘lobster’ (Lokep) 

10) ___# 
a. /Am+pit/ [Am.»pit|] ‘1pEXCL+dive’ 
b. /pot/ [»pot|] ‘bladder’ 
c. /sArAmbAt/ [sA.»rAm.«bAt|] ‘sweet.potato’ 
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/k/ The phoneme /k/ occurs in all environments. It has the allophone [k|] in 
syllable coda position. 

11) #___ 
a. /ki/ [»ki] ‘rat’ 
b. /kumu/ [»ku.mu] ‘garden’ 
c. /kAu/ [»kAw] ‘lime.powder’ 

12) V___V 
a. /kEkE+nE/ [kE.»kE.nE] ‘cheek+3sPOS’ 
b. /ruku/ [»ru.ku] ‘coconut.shell’ 
c. /A+kAuA/ [A.»kA.wA] ‘1s+get/give’ 

13) V___C 
a. /bokpuru/ [«bok|.»pu.ru] ‘hawk’ 
b. /rAkrAk/ [«rAk|.»rAk|] ‘embryo’ 
c. /bokbok/ [«bok|.»bok|] ‘Bokbok.village’ 

14) C___V 
a. /koskos/ [«kos.»kos] ‘bachelor’ 
b. /Am+kimur/ [Am.»ki.«mur] ‘1pEXCL+go.last’  
c. /ti+pAr+kAn/ [ti.»pAr.«kAn] ‘3p+REC+bite’ 

15) ___# 
a. /gok/ [»gok|] ‘wild’ 
b. /çk/ [»çk|] ‘wallaby’ 
c. /tinA+k/ [»ti.«nAk|] ‘mother+1sPOS’ 

The phone [k] is in free variation with [ƒ] between vowels. For 
simplicity it is written as [k] elsewhere in this paper. 

16) 
a. /çkç/ [»ç.kç] ~ [»ç.ƒç] ‘canoe’ 
b. /sAkoro/ [sA.»ko.ro] ~ [sA.»ƒo.ro] ‘low.tide’ 
c. /buk/ [bu.»E.kE] ~ [bu.»E.ƒE] ‘banana.sp.’ 
d. /pokAi/ [»po.«kAj] ~ [»po.«ƒAj] ‘tree.sp.’ 

/// Only four instances of the glottal stop have been observed. Distribution 
is limited to word-final position. It is worth noting that all four words 
also tend to occur utterance-finally, and that they are all functional 
words rather than major lexical class items. 
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17) ___# 
a. /+ç// [ç/] ‘+COMP’ 
b. // [] ~ [»E/] ‘yes’ 
c. /nA// [»nA/] ‘no’ 
d. /mç// [»mç/] ‘pig.call’ 

/b/ The distribution of the phoneme /b/ is strictly limited. It occurs only as a 
syllable onset in word-initial position and when following another 
consonant. It also occurs intervocalically but only as a copy of a word-
initial syllable. It does not occur in syllable coda position. 
18) #___ 

a. /bAlE/ [»bA.lE] ‘shelter’ 
b. /bi+k/ [»bik|] ‘armpit+1sPOS’ 
c. /bu/ [»bu] ‘betelnut’ 

19) V___V 
a. /bibi/ [«bi.»bi] ‘coconut.sp’ 
b. /bçbç+nç/ [bç.»bç.nç] ‘husband+3sPOS’  
   (Lokep dialect) 
c. /bAdAbAdA/ [«bA.RA.»bARA] ‘store.house’ 

20) C___V 
a. /bokbok/ [«bok|.»bok|] ‘Bokbok.village’ 
b. /i+ktbon/ [i.»kAt|.«bo˜] ‘3s+mix.with.others’ 
c. /rAnbA/ [»rAn.bA] ‘Lake.Wisdom’ 

/d/ The phoneme /d/ occurs in all environments; however, examples of /d/ 
in the syllable coda position are very rare (it is the only voiced obstruent 
to occur in this position). The phoneme /d/ occurring between vowels at 
the beginning of an unstressed syllable will be realized as [R]. When a 
series such as /b d / is restricted, such that only one of them may occur 
in a particular position (e.g. syllable-finally), it is usually the universally 
unmarked coronal which is specially privileged. 
21) #___ 

a. /diN/ [»diN] ‘turban.shell’ 
b. /dEpE/ [»dE.pE] ‘hand.basket’ 
c. /doNA+nA/ [do.»NA.nA] ‘tooth+3sPOS’ 
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22) V___V 
a. /dAdA/ [»dA.RA] ‘road’ 
b. /i+dE/ [i.»dE] ‘3s+hand.carry’ 
c. /tAudu/ [tA.»u.Ru] ‘moon/month’ 

23) V___C 
a. /kAddE+m/ [»kAd.dEm] ‘back+2pPOS’ 
b. /modmodo+no/ [«mod.mo.»do.no] ‘short+3sPOS’ 
c. /mAdmAd+i+Ni/ [«mAd.mA.»di.Ni] ‘stuff+CM+NOM’ 

24) C___V 
a. /Am+di/ [Am.»di] ‘1pEXCL+go.inland’ 
b. /kAndot/ [»kAn.«dot|] ‘separate’ 
c. /diNdiN/ [«diN.»diN] ‘grass’ 

25) ___# 
a. /Am+uud/ [Am.»wud] ‘1pEXCL+sit’ 
b. /udud/ [»u.«dud] ‘backbone’ 

In the Arop 1 dialect, /d/ in syllable coda position or followed by a 
morpheme boundary may be realized as the alveolar trill [r]. This has 
most commonly been observed following high back vowels, but can also 
occur after a front vowel as in 26e. 

26) a. /m+uud/ [m.wud] ~ [m.wur] ‘1pEXCL+sit’ 
b. /tud+n/ [tud..n] ~ [tur..n] ‘back+3sPOS’ 
c. /uud+u+u/ [wu.du.u] ~ [wu.ru.u]
 ‘sit+CM+NOM’ 
d. /+iod/ [.jod] ~ [.jor] ‘1s+whistle’ 
e. /kt+d/ [k.t.d] ~ [k.td] ~ [k.tr] ‘breath+ 
   1pINCL’ 

/g/ The distribution of the phoneme /g/ is strictly limited. It occurs only as a 
syllable onset in word-initial position and when following another 
consonant. It also occurs intervocalically but only as a copy of a word-
initial syllable. It does not occur in syllable coda position. 

27) #___ 
a. /gA/ [»gA] ‘pig’ 
b. /gok/ [»gok|] ‘wild’ 
c. /gurA+nA/ [gu.»rA.nA] ‘power+3sPOS’ 
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28) V___V 
a. /gArAgArA+nA/ [«gA.rA.«gA.»rA.nA] ‘whisker+3sPOS’ 
b. /gogo/ [«go.»go] ‘tree.sp’ 
c. /gigi+ni/ [gi.»gi.ni] ‘side+3sPOS’ 

29) C___V 
a. /kuNgor/ [»kuN.«gor] ‘puffer.fish’ 
c. /gErgEr/ [«gEr.»gEr] ‘fence.post’ 
d.  /boNgAi/ [»boN.«gAj] ‘banana.sp’ 

/s/ The phoneme /s/ occurs in all environments. 

30) #___ 
a. /sˆlˆ/ [»sˆ.lˆ] ~ [s.l] ‘machete’ 
b. /so/ [»so] ‘something’ 
c. /sAp/ [»sAp|] ‘insect.sp’ 

31) V___V 
a. /A+gAsA/ [A.»gA.sA] ‘1s+tell’ 
b.  /kAsin/ [»kA.«sin] ‘little’ 
c. /ku+si/ [ku.»si] ‘2p+come.down’ 

32) V___C 
a. /mosmos/ [«mos.»mos] ‘slow’ 
b. /kAskAs/ [«kAs.»kAs] ‘charcoal’ 
c. /buskEtçr/ [«bus.»kE.«tçr] ‘fish.sp.’ 

33) C___V 
a. /supsup/ [«sup|.»sup|] ‘fish.spear’ 
b. /Am+si/ [Am.»si] ‘1pEXCL+come.down’ 
c. /sENsEN/ [«sEN.»sEN] ‘limpet’ (Lokep dialect) 

34) ___# 
a. /kAs/ [»kAs] ‘tobacco’ 
b. /us/ [»us] ‘pretty’ 
c. /sis/ [»sis] ‘grasshopper’ 

/m/  The phoneme /m/ occurs in all environments. 
35) #___ 

a. /mAtuk/ [»mA.«tuk|] ‘coconut’ 
b.  /mEt/ [»mEt|] ‘low.tide’ 
c. /mulu/ [»mu.lu] ‘again’ 
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36) V___V 
a. /rumu/ [»ru.mu] ‘house’ 
b. /bArEmE/ [bA.»rE.mE] ‘clan.house’ 
c. /i+mAm/ [»i.«mAm] ‘tail+1pEXCL.POS’ 

37) V___C 
a. /sArAmbAt/ [s.rm.bt] ‘sweet.potato’ 
b. /i+kumtç/ [i.»kum.tç] ‘3s+cover’ (Lokep) 
c. /Am+lA/ [Am.»lA] ‘1pEXCL+go.across’ 

38) C___V 
a. /mçlmçl/ [«mçÒ.»mçÒ] ‘true’ 
b. /Am+mAdit/ [Am.»mA.«dit|] ‘1pEXCL+start’ 
c. /modmodo+no/ [«mod.mo.»do.no] ‘short+3sPOS’ 

39) ___# 
a. /gAlAm/ [»gA.«lAm] ‘taro.sp’ 
b. /kum/ [»kum] ‘ground.oven’ 
c. /E+m/ [»Em] ‘name+2sPOS’ 

/n/ The phoneme /n/ occurs in all environments. It is realized as the 
retroflex [˜] in syllable coda position when following a back vowel. 
40) #___ 

a. /ni/ [»ni] ‘there’ 
b. /nAm/ [»nAm] ‘mosquito’ 
c. /noro/ [»no.ro] ‘ant.sp.’ 

41) V___V 
a. /pAtu+nu/ [pA.»tu.nu] ‘seed+3sPOS’ 
b. /kç+nç/ [»kç.nç] ‘mouth+3sPOS’ 
c. /i+sini/ [i.»si.ni] ‘1s+shine’ 

42) V___C 
a. /tAponpon/ [tA.»po˜.«po˜] ‘sand.flea’ 
b. /AnrAN/ [»An.«drAN] ‘panadus.sp.’ 
c. /rAnbA/ [»rAnbA] ‘Lake.Wisdom’ 

43) C___V 
a. /Am+nini/ [Am.»ni.ni] ‘1pEXCL+chase’ 
b. /i+kAt+nAi/ [i.»kAt|.«nAj] ‘3s+throw+VAL’ 
c. /noNnoN/ [«noN.»noN] ‘coconut.leaf.spine’  
   (Lokep) 
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44) ___# 
a. /rAn/ [»rAn] ‘water’ 
b. /i+n/ [»in] ‘this.one+near.hearer’ 
c. /kun/ [»ku˜] ‘breadfruit.tree’ 

/N/ The phoneme /N/ occurs in all environments. 
45) #___ 

a. /NE/ [»NE] ‘when’ 
b. /NAs/ [»NAs] ‘left’ 
c. /Nor+o+No/ [No.»ro.No] ‘snore+CM+NOM’ 

46) V___V 
a. /A+NAs/ [A.»NAs] ‘1s+wash’ 
b. /niNEr/ [»ni.«NEr] ‘chill’ 
c. /NoNo/ [»No.No] ‘headcold’ 

47) V___C 
a. /luNluN/ [»luN.«luN] ‘roller’ 
b. /boNboN/ [«boN.»boN] ‘tomorrow’ 
c. /boNgAi/ [»boN.«gAj] ‘banana.sp’ 

48) C___V 
a. /tAlNA+k/ [»tAl.«NAk|] ‘ear+1s’ 
b. /turNA+nA/ [«tur.»NA.nA] ‘back.head+3sPOS’ 
c. /Am+NAs/ [Am.»NAs] ‘1pEXCL+wash’ 

49) ___# 
a. /i+loN/ [i.»loN] ‘3s+come.inland’ 
b. /oN/ [»oN] ‘2s’ 
c. /poroN/ [»po.«roN] ‘cake’ 

/l/ The phoneme /l/ occurs in all environments. It has the allophone [Ò] in 
syllable coda position when following back vowels. 
50) #___ 

a. /lE/ [»lE] ‘sail’ 
b. /luN/ [»luN] ‘bearer’ 
c. /limi/ [»li.mi] ‘five’ 
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51) V___V 
a. /lolo/ [»lo.lo] ‘bushman’ 
b. /i+li/ [i.»li] ‘3s+weave’ 
c. /sˆlˆ/ [»sˆ.lˆ] ~ [s.l] ‘machete’ 

52) V___C 
a. /tAlNA+di/ [«tAl.»NA.Ri] ‘ear+3pPOS’ 
b. /tçltçl/ [«tçÒ.»tçÒ] ‘person’ 
c. /pAlki+ni/ [«pAl.»ki.ni] ‘temple+3sPOS’ 

53) C___V 
a. /luNluN/ [»luN.«luN] ‘roller’ 
b. /siklAi/ [»sik|.«lAj] ‘lemon.grass’ 
c. /i+lonlon/ [i.»lo˜.«lo˜] ‘3s+change’ 

54) ___# 
a. /ul/ [»uÒ] ‘pepper.vine’ 
b. /ti+kEl/ [ti.»kEl] ‘3p+dig’ 
c. /lAl/ [»lAl] ‘time’ 

/r/ The phoneme /r/ occurs in all environments. 

55) #___ 
a. /ru/ [»ru] ‘two’ 
b. /rAk/ [»rAk|] ‘tree.sp’ 
c. /roto/ [»ro.to] ‘mortar’ 

56) V___V 
a. /pArA/ [»pA.rA] ‘store.house’ 
b. /kiroro/ [ki.»ro.ro] ‘possum’ 
c. /i+rE/ [i.»rE] ‘3s+build’ 

57) V___C 
a. /pArpAr/ [«pAr.»pAr] ‘coconut.mat’ 
b. /kçrtç/ [»kçr.tç] ‘vine.sp’ 
c. /pArmA+nA/ [«pAr.»mA.nA] ‘underside+3sPOS’ 

58) C___V 
a. /rAkrAk/ [»rAk.«rAk|] ‘embryo’ 
b. /+ru/ [.ru] ‘DL’ 
c. /rAmrAm/ [«rAm.»rAm] ‘debris’ 
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59) ___# 
a. /pAr/ [»pAr] ‘stingray’ 
b. /Er/ [»Er] ‘tree.sp’ 
c. /kANAr/ [»kA.«NAr] ‘galip’ 

A transitional [d] occurs before /r/ at the beginning of a stressed syllable 
when following the phoneme /n/. 

60) n___r 
a. /unriu/ [»u˜.«driw] ‘banana.sp’ 
b. /AnrAN/ [»An.«drAN] ‘pandanus.tree’ 
c. /unruk/ [u.druk] ‘pandanus.sp.’ 

5.2 Vowels 
There are seven vowel phonemes in Arop-Lokep. The most common are // and 
/i/; these are the two most unmarked vowels universally. The phonemes /ç/ and 
/ˆ/ occur less frequently than the other five vowel phonemes; however, each 
occurs word-initially, interconsonantally and word-finally. 

/i/ The phoneme /i/ occurs in all relevant environments. In a frequency 
check of 1,693 unique words, it occurred 807 times. 
61) #___ 

a. /i+n/ [»in]
 ‘this.one+near.hearer’ 
b. /ili/ [i.+»li] ‘3s+weave’ 
c. /ipip/ [»i.«pip] ‘kidney’ 

62) C___C 
a. /pir/ [»pir] ‘coconut.sprout’ 
b. /kAsin/ [»kA.«sin] ‘little’ 
c. /tini+ni/ [ti.»ni.ni] ‘skin+3sPOS’ 

63) ___# 
a. /ki/ [»ki] ‘rat’ 
b. /ku+ti/ [ku.»ti] ‘2s+pour’ 
c. /kuri/ [»ku.ri] ‘dolphin’ 
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/E/ The phoneme /E/ occurs in all relevant environments. In a frequency 
check of 1,693 unique words, it occurred 264 times. 
64) #___ 

a. /E/ [»E] ‘and/but’ 
b. /E+mim/ [»E.«mim] ‘name+2pPOS’ 
c. /EN/ [»EN] ‘wind’ 

65) C___C 
a. /tE+k/ [»tEk] ‘faeces+1s’ 
b. /bEn/ [»bEn] ‘like’ 
c. /i+sErE/ [i.»sE.rE] ‘3s+search’ 

66) ___# 
a. /i+rE/ [i.»rE] ‘3s+build’ 
b. /i+mErE/ [i.»mE.rE] ‘3s+swamp’ 
c. /i+pusiE/ [i.»pus.jE] ‘3s+find’ 

/A/ The phoneme /A/ occurs in all relevant environments. In a frequency 
check of 1,693 unique words, it occurred 807 times. 
67) #___ 

a. /Au/ [»Aw] ‘1s’ 
b. /Atu/ [»A.tu] ‘one’ 
c. /Alunu/ [A.»lu.nu] ‘many’ 

68) C___C 
a. /kAs/ [»kAs] ‘tobacco’ 
b. /kA+kAp/ [kA.»kAp] ‘2p+get’ 
c. /kAnAkAnA/ [«kA.nA.»kA.nA] ‘always’ 

69) ___# 
a. /gA/ [»gA] ‘pig’ 
b. /rArA/ [»rA.rA] ‘heart’ 
c. /i+lA/ [i.»lA] ‘3s+go.across’ 

/u/ The phoneme /u/ occurs in all relevant environments. In a frequency 
check of 1,693 unique words, it occurred 501 times. 
70) #___ 

a. /up/ [»up] ‘digging.stick’ 
b. /udud/ [»u.«dud] ‘backbone’ 
c. /unriu/ [»u˜.«driw] ‘banana.sp.’ 
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71) C___C 
a. /pur/ [»pur] ‘banana’ 
b. /buruburE+nE/ [«bu.ru.«bu.»rE.nE] ‘finger/toe+3sPOS’ 
c. /mAtuk/ [»mA.«tuk] ‘coconut’ 

72) ___# 
a. /bu/ [»bu] ‘betelnut’ 
b. /lulu/ [«lu.»lu] ‘tidal.wave’ 
c. /Am+du/ [Am.»du] ‘1pEXCL+go.down’ 

/o/ The phoneme /o/ occurs in all relevant environments. In a frequency 
check of 1,693 unique words, it occurred 334 times. 
73) #___ 

a. /o/ [»o] ‘IRR’ 
b. /ona/ [»o.nA] ‘yipes’ 
c. /oN/ [»oN] ‘2s’ 

74) C___C 
a. /pot/ [»pot] ‘bladder’ 
b. /nAroN/ [»nA.«roN] ‘broom’ 
c. /kodokodo/ [«ko.Ro.»ko.Ro] ‘intestine’ 

75) ___# 
a. /so/ [»so] ‘something’ 
b. /Amlo/ [Am.»lo] ‘1pEXCL+go.up’ 
c. /kAkAmbo/ [kA.»kAm.bo] ‘nautilus’ 

/ç/ The phoneme /ç/ occurs in all relevant environments. It does not occur 
as frequently as the preceding five phones. In a check of 1,693 words, 
the phoneme /ç/ occurred 135 times. 
76) #___ 

a. /ç// [»ç/] ‘COMP’ 
b. /ç+mAm/ [»ç.«mAm] ‘maternal.aunt/uncle+1pEXCL’ 
c. /çrç/ [»ç.rç] ‘vine’ 

77) C___C 
a. /çlçl/ [»ç.«lçÒ] ‘turtle.sp’ 
b. /kçrç+nç/ [kç.»rç.nç] ‘red+3sPOS’ 
c. /sç+m/ [»sçm] ‘what+2sPOS’ 
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78) ___# 
a. /çkç/ [»ç.kç] ‘canoe’ 
b. /i+lç/ [i.»lç] ‘3s+heat’ 
c. /pçnç/ [»pç.nç] ‘Long.Island’ 

/ˆ/ The phoneme /ˆ/ occurs interconsonantally and syllable-finally. Only one 
occurrence of syllable initial // has been observed, and only among 
older speakers; in this word it is in free variation with []. It is a very 
rare phoneme, occurring only 61 times in a check of 1,693 words.3 
79) #___ 

a. /ˆsnA/ [»ˆs.nA] ~ [s.n] ‘ouch’ 
80) C___C 

a. /gˆN/ [»gˆN] ‘papaya’ 
b. /kˆskˆs/ [«kˆs.»kˆs] ‘dog.summons’ 
c. /i+kˆn/ [i.»kˆn] ‘3s+lay’ 

81) ___# 
a. /bˆ/ [»bˆ] ‘biggish’ 
b. /kˆrˆkˆrˆ/ [«kˆ.rˆ.»kˆ.rˆ] ‘scraper’ 
c. /mˆrˆ/ [»mˆ.rˆ] ‘fish.sp’ 

5.3 Phoneme Charts 

Table 3: Phonemic inventory of consonants 
 Bilabial Alveolar Velar Glottal 
Plosive 
 Voiced 
  Unvoiced 

 
b 
p 

 
d 
t 

 
 
k 

 
 
 

Nasal m n   
Trill  r   
Fricative  s   
Lateral  l   

 

                                                           
3 Although all speakers utilise the phoneme // to some extent, it is to be noted that the 
phoneme is not being employed as widely by some of the younger speakers of the 
language. For example, /blbl/ ‘outrigger.canoe’ is realised by some as [bl.bl]. This 
may suggest that this phoneme is dying out in the language. See section 12.1.2 for 
further discussion. 
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Table 4: Phonemic inventory of vowels 
 Front Unrounded Central Unrounded Back Rounded 
High i  u 
High-mid  ˆ o 
Low-mid E  ç 
Low  A  

6. The Syllable 
The basic Arop-Lokep syllable consists of a simple nucleus of one vowel 

and optional consonantal constituents in the onset and coda positions. 

6.1 Syllable template 
All Arop-Lokep syllables are derived from the following template: 

(C) V (C1) 
This syllable template allows no consonant clusters within the syllable. 

However consonant clusters are not uncommon across syllable boundaries (see 
Section 11.1). 

All consonants, except the glottal stop, may optionally fill the syllable onset 
position as C (p, t, k, b, d, g, m, n, N, r, s, l, w, j). The syllable coda position 
(C1) may optionally be filled by any of the consonant phones 
(p, t, k, /, d, m, n, N, r, s, l, w, j), i.e., with the exceptions of the voiced 
bilabial and voiced velar stops. 

The syllable nucleus may be filled by any of the vowel phones in the 
inventory (i, ˆ, E, A, u, o, ç). The syllable formula does not allow for a 
complex syllable nucleus of multiple vowels. Vowel clusters occur only across 
syllable boundaries (see Section 11.2). 

Where there is more than one possible way to syllabify a word, Arop-Lokep 
maximises onsets and minimises codas, CV being the preferred syllable type 
(this is a universal preference). In this language, this is primarily an issue for 
semivowel realisations. High vowel phonemes must also be interpreted, and 
ambiguous sequences syllabified, in such a way as to avoid VV or CC 
sequences within a syllable, conforming to the univalent syllable patterns of the 
language (see Section 9.1.5 for exemplification and further discussion of 
semivowels and syllabification processes; see also Section 8 on the syllable 
pattern (C)VViCVi).  
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6.2 Syllable patterns 
The syllable patterns derived from the syllable formula are V, CV, VC1, and 

CVC1. Each of these patterns are discussed and exemplified below. 
Syllable type V can occur as a monosyllabic word and in word-initial, word-

medial and word-final positions. 
82) Syllable type V as a monosyllabic word: 

a. /i/ [»i] ‘fish’ 
b. /A/ [»A] ‘and’ 
c. /o/ [»o] ‘must.IRR’ 
d. /E/ [»E] ‘and/but’ 

83) Syllable type V in word-initial position: 
a. /Alunu/ [A.»lu.nu] ‘many’ 
b. /ipip/ [»i.«pip] ‘kidney’ 
c. /idi/ [»i.Ri] ‘1pINCL’ 
d. /udu/ [»u.Ru] ‘inland’ 
e. /A+kAn/ [A.»kAn] ‘3s+consume’ 

84) Syllable type V in word-medial position: 
a. /Airi/ [AJ.»i.ri] ‘day.before.yesterday’ 
b. /lois++/ [«lo.i.»sE.NE] ‘die.in.childbirth+CM+NOM’ 
c. /siA+nA/ [si.»A.nA] ‘brain+3sPOS’ 
d. /pAErE/ [pAJ.»E.rE] ‘mast’ 

85) Syllable type V in word-final position: 
a. /i+lu+A/ [i.»lu.WA] ‘3s+plant+3s’ 
b. /Am+li+A/ [Am.»li.A] ‘1pEXCL+weave+3s’ 
c. /ti+pA+du+A/ [ti.«pA.»du.WA] ‘3p+CAUS+go.down+3s’ 
d. /kA+ti+o/ [kA.»ti.o] ‘2p+pour+3s’ 
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Syllable type CV is the most frequently occurring pattern in the language. It 
occurs as a monosyllabic word and in word-initial, word-medial and word-final 
positions. 

86) Syllable type CV as a monosyllabic word: 
a. /gA/ [»gA] ‘pig’ 
b. /to/ [»to] ‘pole’ 
c. /NE/ [»NE] ‘when’ 
d. /sç/ [»sç] ‘what’ 

87) Syllable type CV in word-initial position: 
a. /burum/ [»bu.«rum] ‘cargo’ 
b. /kAkAmbo/ [kA.»kAm.bo] ‘nautilus’ 
c. /kiki/ [«ki.»ki] ‘ant’ 
d. /mAtA+nA/ [mA.»tA.nA] ‘eye+3sPOS’ 

88) Syllable type CV in word-medial position: 
a. /dAdAdA/ [»dA.«dA.RA] ‘illegimate.child’ 
b. /A+kAmAtA/ [A.«kA.»mA.tA] ‘1s+see’ 
c. /kor+A+NA/ [ko.»rA.NA] ‘cut+CM+NOM’ 
d. /kAnpitiki/ [«kAn.pi.»ti.ki] ‘star’ 

89) Syllable type CV in word-final position: 
a. /i+rE/ [i.»rE] ‘3s+build’ 
b. /A+pElElE/ [A.»pE.«lE.lE] ‘1s+beachcomb’ 
c. /tAmoto/ [tA.»mo.to] ‘male’ 
d. /kçrtç/ [»kçr.tç] ‘vine.sp.’ 

Syllable pattern VC1 can occur as a monosyllabic word and in word-initial 
and word-final positions. It does not occur word-medially and is the rarest of 
the syllable types. 

90)  Syllable type VC1 as a monosyllabic word: 
a. /up/ [»up] ‘digging.stick’ 
b. /çk/ [»çk] ‘wallaby’ 
c. /i+n/ [»in] ‘this+near.hearer’ 
d. /Ei/ [»Ej] ‘fire’ 
e. /oi/ [»oj] ‘mango’ 
f. /Au/ [»Aw] ‘1s’ 
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91) Syllable type VC1 in word-initial position: 
a. /AnrAN/ [»An.«drAN] ‘pandanus.sp’ 
b. /Am+dAu/ [Am.»dAw] ‘1pEXCL+drift’ 
c. /unriu/ [»u˜.«driw] ‘banana.sp’ 
d. /Am+lA/ [Am.»lA] ‘1pEXCL+go.across’ 
e. /uplo/ [»up.lo] ‘spider’ 

92) Syllable type VC1 in word-final position: 
a. /siA+k/ [»si.«Ak] ‘brain+1sPOS’ 
b. /tiAp/ [»ti.«Ap] ‘no’ 
c. /nAol/ [»nA.«oÒ] ‘sound’ 
d. /ruruA+m/ [ru.»ru.«WAm] ‘skull+2sPOS’ 
e. /bAE+k/ [»bAJ.«Ek] ‘hand+1sPOS’ 

The syllable pattern CVC1 occurs as a monosyllabic word and in word-
initial, word-medial and word-final positions. 

93) Syllable type CVC1 as a monosyllabic word: 
a. /bus/ [»bus] ‘taro’ 
b. /mAn/ [»mAn] ‘bird’ 
c. /tçr/ [»tçr] ‘egret’ 
d. /li+k/ [»lik] ‘opposite.sex.sibling+1sPOS’ 
e. /kAu/ [»kAw] ‘lime.powder’ 
f. /mAi/ [»mAj] ‘big’ 
g. /mou/ [»mow] ‘wet.season’ 
h. /rˆi/ [»rˆj] ‘kunai.grass’ 

94) Syllable type CVC1 in word-initial position: 
a. /kAnpitiki/ [«kAn.pi.»ti.ki] ‘star’ 
b. /turNa+na/ [«tur.»NA.nA] ‘skull.back+3sPOS’ 
c. /tAlNA+m/ [»tAl.«NAm] ‘ear+2sPOS’ 
d. /kAddE+nE/ [«kAd.»dE.nE] ‘backbone+3sPOS’ 
e. /nAuniNi/ [«nAw.»ni.Ni] ‘earthquake’ 
f. /pinpin/ [«pin.»pin] ‘secondary.produce’ 

95) Syllable type CVC1 in word-medial position: 
a. /sArAmbAt/ [sA.»rAm.«bAt] ‘sweet.potato’ 
b. /ti+portAk/ [ti.»por.«tAk] ‘3p+turn’ 
c. /i+mANAnNAn/  [i.«mA.»NAn.«NAn] ‘3s+soften’ 
d. /kAkAmbo/ [kA.»kAm.bo] ‘nautilus’ 
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e. /i+mANAuNAu/ [i.«mA.»NAw.«NAw] ‘3s+tingle’ 
f. /A+lonlon/ [A.»lo˜.«lo˜] ‘1s+change’ 

96) Syllable type CVC1 in word-final position: 
a. /mAtuk/ [»mA.«tuk] ‘coconut’ 
b. /A+kut/ [A.»kut] ‘1s+scoop’ 
c. /ti+pAr+kAn/ [ti.»pAr.«kAn] ‘3p+REC+bite’ 
d. /pokAi/ [»po.«kAj] ‘Melanesian.apple’ 
e. /tA+poi/ [tA.»poj] ‘1pINCL+carry’ 
f. /boNgAi/ [»boN.«gAj] ‘banana.sp’ 

7. Stress 
Stress in Arop-Lokep is predictable in the majority of cases, and is therefore 

not contrastive (with a few exceptions which can be accounted for on 
morphological grounds); therefore it need not be represented in the orthography. 
A stressed syllable is characterized by an increase in vowel duration and 
intensity. High pitch may be, but is not necessarily, a correlate of stress. 

It is proposed that the phonological foot in Arop-Lokep (the unit to which 
one stress is assigned) may be composed of a sequence of two light syllables, 
the first of which is stressed (ĹL), or one heavy syllable (H́). This type of foot is 
known as a moraic trochee. A foot made up of a heavy plus a light syllable 
(*H́L) is not allowed. A foot consisting of a single light syllable (Ĺ) is 
degenerate but will be permitted in certain circumstances. 

7.1 Default principles for stress assignment 
By default, primary stress [] occurs on the penultimate syllable of multi-

syllabic words, with secondary stresses [] occurring on every second syllable to 
the left of the syllable carrying primary stress. Two adjacent unstressed 
syllables are not permitted, even if this means that a degenerate foot must be 
constructed. The penultimate syllable must always carry at least secondary 
stress (with a very few exceptions which are either irregular or can be accounted 
for on morphological grounds). 

97) Default stress placement: 
a. /sl/ [s.l] ‘floor’ 
b. /kiroro/ [ki.ro.ro] ‘possum’ 
c. /bi/ [bi..] ‘fruit.bat’ 
d. /knpitiki/ [kn.pi.ti.ki] ‘star’ 
e. /kluni/ [k.lu.n.j] ‘uncertain’ 
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Syllables closed with a coda consonant (VC, CVC) are “heavy” and 
constitute a complete foot on their own; therefore they must be stressed. This 
coda consonant may come from a high vowel phoneme that is realized on the 
surface as a semivowel. The requirements that all heavy syllables and all 
penultimate syllables must be stressed lead in many cases to sequences of 
consecutive stressed syllables. In words containing a heavy ultimate syllable, 
primary stress falls on the penultimate (whether heavy or light) and the ultimate 
syllable takes secondary stress. If the antepenultimate syllable is also heavy, it 
too will be stressed. In words of more than four syllables, if a heavy syllable is 
next to a light syllable where secondary stress should occur, the light syllable 
will be unstressed, even if this leads to a sequence of unstressed syllables. 

98) Heavy syllable stress:  
a. /mtuk/ [m.tuk] ‘coconut’ 
b. /blim/ [b.lim] ‘uninhabited.beach’ 
c. /nnui/ [n.nuj] ‘rainbow’ 
d. /i+pirk/ [i.pi.rk] ‘3s+weave’ 
e. /busktr/ [bus.k.tr] ‘fish.sp.’  
f. /tttdi+i+i/ [tt.t.d.i.i] ‘fear+CM+NOM’ 

7.2 Affixation 
7.2.1 Subject agreement prefixes 

Subject agreement prefixes on verbs do not add to a word’s syllable count 
in determining the placement of stress. They are extrametrical; that is, they are 
not included in the phonological foot and are not permitted to take stress of any 
kind. Thus a verb with a monosyllabic root receives the primary stress on the 
verb root in the ultimate syllable position rather than on the subject marker in 
the default penultimate syllable position. 

99) One syllable verb root declined: 
a. /+p/ [.p] ‘1s+plant’ 
b. /ku+p/ [ku.p] ‘2s+plant’ 
c. /i+p/ [i.p] ‘3s+plant’ 
d. /m+p/ [m.p] ‘1pEXCL+plant’ 
e. /t+p/ [t.p] ‘1pINCL+plant’ 
f. /k+p/ [k.p] ‘2p+plant’ 
g. /ti+p/ [ti.p] ‘3p+plant’ 

100) Other one syllable verb roots: 
a. /m+lo/ [m.lo] ‘1pEXCL+go.up’ 
b. /k+t/ [k.t] ‘2p+follow’ 
c. /+li/ [.li] ‘1s+weave’ 
d. /ti+kn/ [ti.kn] ‘3p+eat’ 
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Because subject agreement prefixes do not add to the syllable count in the 
process of determining stress, this allows for contrasts of bi-syllabic words 
between certain word classes. Note the contrastive stress between the pronoun 
and verb in the first set, and the noun and verb in the second through fifth sets. 
The alternation between [] and [d] in the first three sets of examples below is 
triggered by stress (cf. Section 5.1). 

101) a. /idi/ [i.i] ‘1pINCL’ 
b. /i+di/ [i.di] ‘3s+go.inland’ 

102) a. /tidi/ [ti.i] ‘trash’ 
b. /ti+di/ [ti.di] ‘3p+go.inland’ 

103) a. /d/ [.] ‘Ade’ (person’s name) 
b. /+d/ [.d] ‘1s+hand.carry’ 

104) a. /kul/ [ku.l] ‘Kula’ (person’s name)  
b. /ku+l/ [ku.l] ‘2s+go.across’ 

105) a. /ili/ [i.li] ‘3.days.ahead’ 
b. /i+li/ [i.li] ‘3s+weave’ 

Multi-syllabic verb roots follow the default tendencies in determining stress 
placement. However, where the above-described principles would predict 
secondary stress to fall on the extrametrical prefix, the stress is assigned instead 
to the syllable that follows (i.e. the first syllable of the root). If this syllable is 
light and is followed by a stressed syllable, a degenerate foot (Ĺ) is created, but 
is permitted in order to avoid a sequence of two unstressed syllables (i.e., a 
stress lapse). 

106) Two syllable verb roots: 
a. /+supu/ [.su.pu] ‘1s+peel’ 
b. /ku+mllok/ [ku.ml.lok] ‘2s+tired’ 
c. /m+klt/ [m.kl.t] ‘1pEXCL+cover’ 
d. /i+mor/ [i.m.or] ‘3s+shrivel’ 

107) Three syllable verb roots: 
a. /ku+sputu/ [ku.s.pu.tu] ‘2s+sever’ 
b. /i+tpulpul/ [i.t.pu.pu] ‘3s+roll.on.ground’ 
c. /i+krt/ [i.k.r.t] ‘3s+fix’  

The only situation in which a subject prefix may receive (secondary) stress 
is when the following verb root begins with a geminate consonant (the reasons 
for this gemination are discussed in Section 11.1). In such cases the geminate is 
interpreted as two segments across the syllable boundary, the first of which thus 
becomes the coda of the extrametrical syllable and causes it to become heavy. 
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Where a geminate is prefixed with /m+/ it is degeminated to avoid a sequence 
of three consonants, but the prefix becomes stressed (although /m+/ is a heavy 
syllable it is not stressed in other environments). The first segment of the 
geminate must be regarded as adding to the word’s syllable count, whereas the 
coda of /m+/ is extrametrical and on its own does not. 

108) a. /+rriu/ [r.riw] ‘1s+wash’ 
b. /m+rriu/ [m.riw] ‘1pEXCL+wash’ 

109) a. /+llu/ [l.lu] ‘1s+lie’ 
b. /m+llu/ [m.lu] ‘1pEXCL+lie’ 

7.2.2 Reciprocal and causative prefixes 
Unlike subject agreement prefixes, reciprocal (REC) and causative (CAUS) 

prefixes add to a word’s syllable count in determining the placement of stress. 
They follow the above-described principles of stress assignment. 

110) a. /tikAn/ [ti.»kAn] ‘3p+eat’ 
b. /ti+pA+kAn/  [ti.»pA.«kAn] ‘3p+CAUS+eat’ 

111) a. /ti+kAp/ [ti.»kAp] ‘3p+get’ 
b. /ti+pAr+kAp/ [ti.»pAr.«kAp] ‘3p+REC+get’ 

112) a. /ti+wEtE/ [ti.»wE.tE] ‘3p+speak’ 
b. /ti+pAr+wEtE/ [ti.«pAr.»wE.tE] ‘3p+REC+speak’ 

113) a. /ti+pA+kAlA/ [ti.«pA.»kA.lA] ‘3p+CAUS+block’ 
b. /ti+pAr+pA+kAlA/ [ti.«pAr.pA.»kA.lA] ‘3p+REC+CAUS+block’ 

7.2.3 Object marking suffixes 

The third person singular object marker (OM) takes the form of a +V suffix 
attached to the verb root (This +V suffix is described as a class-marker, which 
is lexically specified for each verb and is also utilised in nominalisation). In this 
it is unlike the other pronominal object forms, which are the same as the subject 
pronouns and can be treated as independent phonological words with no effect 
on the stress of the verb root. The OM suffix, however, can influence stress in a 
number of ways, depending on the nature of the verb root itself. 

If the verb root ends with a consonant, OM affixation has the effect of 
adding an extra syllable to the word. This extra syllable has no effect on the 
stress pattern of the word, and is regarded as extrametrical. 

114) a. /ti+ru/ [ti..ru] ‘3p+make.dirty’ 
b. /ti+ru+u/ [ti..ru.u] ‘3p+make.dirty+3s’ 
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115) a. /i+psui/ [i.p.suj] ‘3s+give.birth’ 
b. /i+psui+u/ [i.p.su.ju] ‘3s+give.birth+3s’ 

If the verb root ends with a vowel, the OM vowel replaces it. When the OM 
vowel is different from the root-final vowel, the former is counted for stress 
placement (as was the root-final vowel), but being in a word-final open syllable 
is not stressed itself. 

116) a. /i+lono/ [i.lo.no] ‘3s+help’ 
b. /i+lono+i/ [i.lo.ni] ‘3s+help+3s’ 

117) a. /i+kr+kt/ [i.k.r.k.t] ‘3s+bite+sever’ 
b. /i+kr+kt+i/ [i.k.r.k.ti] ‘3s+bite+sever+3s’ 

There are a few cases, however, where the OM vowel is identical to the 
final vowel of the verb root. In this situation primary stress falls on the final 
syllable and the penultimate is left unstressed (the penultimate syllable is not 
permitted to be unstressed in any other circumstance). This creates a number of 
minimal pairs between the verb on its own (which may be transitive or 
intransitive), and the verb plus the third person singular object marker. The 
motivation for this is presumably that without contrastive stress there would be 
an ambiguity between the transitive verb with an object marker, and the 
intransitive form of the verb. These words could be understood as containing a 
final (LL) foot with the syllable structure V.V, the two vowels being 
degeminated into one. 

118) a. /i+krt/ [i.k.r.t] ‘3s+fix’ 
b. /i+krt+/ [i.k.r.t] ‘3s+fix+3s’ 

119) a. /+kmt/ [.k.m.t] ‘1s+see’ 
b. /+kmt+/ [.k.m.t] ‘1s+see+3s’ 

7.2.4 Nominalisation suffixes 

Nominalisation (NOM) suffixes add to a word’s syllable count in 
determining the placement of stress, and follow the default principles described 
above. 
120) a. /lois++/ [lo.i.s.] ‘die.in.childbirth+CM+NOM’ 

b. /porot+i+i/ [po.ro.ti.i] ‘stack+CM+NOM’ 
c. /ki+i+i/ [k.i.i] ‘voyage+CM+NOM’ 
d. /kr++/ [k.r.] ‘marry+CM+NOM’ 
e. /pskimln+i+i/ [ps.ki.m.l.ni.i] ‘jump.over+CM+NOM’ 

Complex verbs whose stems are comprised of more than one root are best 
analysed as having stress assigned to each root with its attending affixes 
separately. The stress closest to the end of the word is primary, and all others 
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are secondary. This distribution of secondary stresses could suggest that 
although primary stress is right-aligned, secondary stress is aligned to the left. 
121) a. /ti+koro+pAlA/ [ti.«ko.ro.»pA.lA] ‘3p+cut+split’ 

b. /koro+pAlA++NA/ [«ko.ro.pA.»lA.NA] ‘cut+split+NOM’ 
c. /koro+pl+pl++/ [ko.ro.p.l.p.l.] ‘cut+split+split 
     +NOM’ 

122) a. /i+kArA+kAtA+i/ [i.«kA.rA.»kA.ti] ‘3s+chew+sever+3s’ 
b. /kArA+kAtA+i+Ni/ [«kA.rA.kA.»ti.Ni] ‘chew+sever+NOM’ 

123) a. /i+gArA+pAlA/ [i.«gA.rA.»pA.lA] ‘3s+divide+split’ 
b. /gArA+pl++NA/ [«gA.rA.pA»lA.NA] ‘divide+split+NOM’ 

7.3 Reduplication 
Reduplication is a productive grammatical process in Arop-Lokep. Some 

words with reduplicated elements occur lexically and are not the result of any 
current process of reduplication. Whether reduplication is lexical or productive 
does not affect stress. In general it can be stated that where a whole 
morphological unit is reduplicated, primary stress is assigned to the second 
element. Where reduplication is only partial, primary stress is assigned to the 
whole root (i.e. the part of the word that can occur in isolation), possibly with 
secondary stresses falling on the partial copy. In units wherein an entire 
phonological word is reduplicated, primary stress is assigned to each of the 
separate words according to the default pattern (in 124a the individual words 
also exhibit partial reduplication). 
124) Whole word reduplication: 

a. /mAlAlA # mAlAlA/ [»mA.«lA.lA »mA.«lA.lA] ‘village village 
   (another village)’ 
b. /ku+pˆ # ku+pˆ/ [ku.»pˆ ku.»pˆ] ‘2s+paddle 2s+paddle (ITER)’ 

7.3.1 Complete reduplication 
Where a word is made up entirely of reduplicated elements (whether 

lexically or as a result of productive processes), primary stress is assigned 
(according to default stress placement principles) to the rightmost root, and 
secondary stress to all others. 

125) Complete reduplication (lexical):  
a. /kodokodo/ [«ko.Ro.»ko.Ro] ‘intestine’ 
b. /butbut/ [but.but] ‘joist’ 
c. /lulu/ [lu.lu] ‘small.purse’ 
d./rr/ [r.r] ‘rope’ 
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126) Complete reduplication (productive): 
a. /tl+tl/ [t.t] ‘person+person’ 
b. /moto+moto/ [mo.to.mo.to] ‘snake+snake (maggot)’ 

However, not all words where one syllable appears to be a copy of another 
derive from reduplication processes. These non-reduplicated words follow the 
normal principles for stress placement. 

127) a. /mosmos/ [mos.mos] ‘slowly’ 
b. /blbl/ [bl.bl] ‘tree.sp.’ 
c. /dd/ [d.] ‘road’ 

In a small number of examples, minimal pairs exist between words with 
reduplication stress and words that do not involve reduplication. 

128) a. /nn/ [n.n] ‘unmarried.woman’ 
b. /n+n/ [n.n] ‘place+3sPOS’ 

129) a. /dd/ [d.d] ‘hook’ 
b. /dd/ [d.] ‘plug’ 

7.3.2 Partial reduplication 

Words with four or more syllables are rare. The vast majority of these 
examples involve at least partial reduplication. While some of these words 
result from productive reduplication processes, others are contained in the 
lexicon but are stressed as if they had undergone some process of reduplication 
in the past. The reduplicated element may precede or follow the whole root of 
which it is a copy (i.e. the root which may occur in isolation). Primary (default) 
stress is assigned to the whole element, wherever it may then fall within the 
whole phonological word. Secondary stresses are applied to the rest of the word 
as appropriate, according to default principles, including to the penultimate 
syllable if it is not already stressed. 

Partial reduplication (lexical):  
a. /ntt/ [n.t..t.] ‘plant.sp.’ 
b. /mkotokoto/ [m.ko.to.ko.to] ‘gecko’ 
c. /ddd/ [d.d.] ‘illegitimate.child’ 
d. /m+pll/ [m.p.l.l] ‘1pEXCL+beachcomb’ 
e. /mll/ [m.l.l] ‘village’ 
f. /kks/ [k.k.s] ‘children’ 
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The progressive form of verbs is frequently expressed with partial 
reduplication. In transitive verbs the object-marking or class-marking vowel is 
included in the reduplication, even though progressive forms are always 
intransitive. 

131) a. /ti+sulu/ [ti.su.lu] ‘3p+shout’ 
b. /ti+sululu/ [ti.su.lu.lu] ‘3p+shout(RED)’ 

132) a. /i+kodo/ [i.ko.o] ‘3s+stand’ 
b. /i+kododo/ [i.ko.do.o] ‘3s+stand(RED)’ 

133) a. /i+pn/ [i.p.n] ‘3s+shoot’ 
b. /i+pn+/ [i.p.n] ‘3s+shoot+3s’ 
c. /i+pnn/ [i.p.n.n] ‘3s+shoot(RED)’ 

7.3.3 Verb root reduplication 
A whole verb root may also be reduplicated. As with partial reduplication, 

primary stress is assigned to the first root and secondary stress to the copy that 
follows. Again, some reduplicated verb roots are lexical, deriving from 
historical reduplication and never occurring independently. Others derive from 
productive reduplication processes. 

134) Lexical verb root reduplication: 
a. /i+wlwl/ [i.»wAl.«wAl] ‘3s+clear.brush’ 
b. /ku+mANmAN/ [ku.»mAN.«mAN] ‘2s+beg’ 
c. /i+kinkin/ [i.»kin.«kin] ‘3s+bloat’ 

It is difficult to know whether to treat examples of productive verb root 
reduplication as containing one word or two. In lexical cases these words are 
clearly now a single unit but in productive examples where a root can be 
repeated as many as three times with equal stresses on each, it may be better to 
treat them as separate units with juncture between the roots, even though when 
combined with the nominalisation suffix these elements behave as a single 
phonological word. 

135) Productive verb root reduplication:  
a. /Am+wEtE # wEtE/ [Am.»wE.tE »wE.tE] ‘1pEXCL+speak speak’ 
b. /A+soro # soro/ [A.»so.ro »so.ro] ‘1s+decorate decorate’ 
c. /Am+pA # pA/ [m.p p] ‘1pEXCL+go go’  
d. /m+p # p # p/ [m.p p p] ‘1pEXCL+go go go’ 

Nominalised forms of reduplicated verb roots occur frequently and behave 
in the same way as complex verbs, in that primary stress is assigned to the 
rightmost root with its affixes, and secondary stress to all other roots. 
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136) Verb root reduplication with nominalisation:  
a. /diui+diu+ç+Nç/ [«di.wi.di.»wç.Nç] ‘influence+CM+NOM’ 
b. /soro+sor+E+NE/
 [«so.ro.so.»rE.NE]   ‘decorate+decorate+CM+NOM’ 
c. /koro+pAlA+pAlA+NA/ [«ko.ro.«pA.lA.pA.»lA.NA] ‘cut+split+split+NOM’ 

Reduplication stress appears to provide some exceptional examples to the 
requirement that primary stress should fall on the penultimate syllable. [d.d] 
‘hook’ and [but.but] ‘joist’ both have primary stress on the ultimate syllable. 
[d.d] is also problematic because it consists of two light, stressed syllables, 
and thus of two degenerate feet. It is proposed that all root morphemes must be 
stressed, and that in the case of reduplication, two prosodic words (PrW) are 
compounded to form a single prosodic word, with stress aligned to the right: 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Reduplicated verb roots are treated as separate words for stress placement, 
both in their verbal and nominalised forms, although in the case of 
nominalisation they seem, like nouns, to be compounded into a single prosodic 
word (nominalisations of complex verbs follow the same pattern but there does 
not appear to be juncture between the roots in their verbal form). This accounts 
for why a word such as /diui+diui++/ is permitted to have two adjacent 
non-stressed syllables: [di.wi.di.w.]. This can be shown diagrammatically 
as follows: 

 
 
 
 

 
 

7.4 Inalienable nouns 
In general, inalienable nouns (IN) follow the default pattern for stress 

placement, receiving primary stress on the penultimate syllable. If the final 
syllable is heavy (being closed by a bound person-marking IN suffix), it will 
receive secondary stress; therefore IN suffixes are counted for purposes of stress 
placement. 
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137) One syllable IN root: 
a. /E+k/ [»Ek] ‘name+1sPOS’ 
b. /E+m/ [»Em] ‘name+2sPOS’ 
c. /E+nE/ [»E.nE] ‘name+3sPOS’ 
d. /E+mAm/ [»E.«mAm] ‘name+1pEXCL.POS’ 
e. /E+dE/ [»E.RE] ‘name+1pINCL.POS’ 
f. /E+mim/ [»E.«mim] ‘name+2pPOS’ 
g. /E+di/ [»E.Ri] ‘name+3pPOS’ 

138) Two syllable IN roots: 
a. /nAtu+k/ [»nA.«tuk] ‘child+1sPOS’ 
b. /nAtu+mAm/ [nA.»tu.«mAm] ‘child+1pEXCL.POS’ 
c. /nAtu+mim/ [nA.»tu.«mim] ‘child+2pPOS’ 
d. /tiu+k/ [ti.uk] ‘grand.relative+1sPOS’ 
e. /tiu+mm/ [ti.u.mm]
 ‘grand.relative+1pEXCL.POS’ 
f. /tiu+di/ [ti.u.i] ‘grand.relative+3pPOS’ 

139) Three syllable IN root: 
a. /bAlliNA+k/ [«bAl.»li.«NAk] ‘material.wealth+1sPOS’ 
b. /bAlliNA+nA/ [«bAl.li.»NA.nA] ‘material.wealth+3sPOS’ 
c. /bAlliNA+mim/ [«bAl.li.»NA.«mim] ‘material.wealth+2pPOS’ 

140) Four syllable IN root:  
a. /ktlu+n/ [k.t.lu..n] ‘egg+3sPOS’ 

Reduplicated IN roots are treated in the same way as other INs, with the 
additional requirement that secondary stresses will be assigned separately to 
each root, regardless of where they fall in relation to primary stress. IN roots 
derived from reduplicated verbs (derIN) follow the same pattern. 

141) Reduplicated IN roots: 
a. /bulbuli+ni/ [bu.bu.li.ni] ‘feather+3sPOS’ 
b. /buruburE+k/ [«bu.ru.»bu.«rEk] ‘finger+1sPOS’ 
c. /buruburE+nE/ [«bu.ru.«bu.»rE.nE] ‘finger+3sPOS’ 
d. /buruburE+mAm/ [«bu.ru.«bu.»rE.«mAm] ‘finger+1pEXCL.POS’ 

Reduplicated derIN root:  
a. /modmodo+no/ [mod.mo.do.no] ‘be.short+3sPOS’ 

A small class of INs takes the person-marking morpheme as an infix rather 
than a suffix. These are assigned stress according to default principles, even if 
this means that stress falls on the infix. 
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143) Two syllable IN root with infix:  
a. /ni+k+sou/ [nik.sow] ‘namesake+1sPOS+’  
b. /ni+n+sou/ [nin.sow] ‘namesake+3sPOS+’  
c. /ni+mm+sou/ [ni.mm.sow] ‘namesake+1pEXCL.POS’ 
d. /ni+di+sou/ [ni.di.sow] ‘namesake+3pPOS’ 

144) Three syllable IN root with infix:  
a. /ni+k+ss/ [nik.s.s] ‘great.grand.relation+1sPOS+’  
b. /ni+n+ss/ [nin.s.s] ‘great.grand.relation+3sPOS+’  
c. /ni+mm+ss/ [ni.mm.s.s] ‘great.grand.relation+1p 
   EXCL.POS+’ 
d. /ni+di+ss/ [ni.di.s.s] ‘great.grand.relation+3pPOS’ 

7.5 The phonological foot and extrametricality 
It has been claimed that the phonological foot in Arop-Lokep is a moraic 

trochee, consisting of either two light syllables (ĹL) or one heavy syllable (H́). 
However, as demonstrated by many of the examples discussed above, there are 
numerous occasions on which this foot-form is violated. These variations can be 
accounted for in terms of the interaction between the prototypical foot, 
extrametricality and a number of other requirements or constraints, which must 
be satisfied in stress placement. 

The following constraints are proposed to account for the default placement 
of stress in the language: 

FOOT-FORM: Permissible feet are (ĹL) and (H́) (moraic trochee). 
FOOT-BINARITY: A foot must contain either two moras (i.e. a nucleus and 
a coda) or two syllables. 
MAIN-RIGHT: Main stress is aligned to the right (i.e. the rightmost foot in a 
word takes primary stress). 
WEIGHT-TO-STRESS PRINCIPLE (WSP): Every heavy syllable must be 
stressed. 

Table 5: Possible phonological feet 
Feet Phonemic form Phonetic form Gloss 
(LL) /tidi/ 

/ku/ 
[ti.i] 

[k.w] 
‘rubbish’ 
‘ashes’ 

(H) /dum/ 
/mil/ 

[dum] 
[mj.l] 

‘fish.sp.’ 
‘feast’ 

*(HL) /unu/ 
/tili/ 

*[w.nu] (=[.u.nu]) 
*[tj.li] (=[t.i.li]) 

‘dog’ 
‘tree.sp.’ 
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Certain sequences must be regarded as containing an extrametrical syllable, 
which is not part of any foot. These include subject agreement prefixes and 
some third person singular object markers. In addition, there are a small number 
of words which have the same phonological shape as *[w.nu] but cannot be 
syllabified any other way, e.g. /muntu/ ‘morning’; the final syllable of these 
words is regarded as being unparsed, or ignored for purposes of stress 
placement (see Sections 8 and 9.1.3 for further discussion of words of the 
/unu/ type). Other polysyllabic words (including /unu/) frequently leave 
an unparsed syllable at the leftmost edge, and occasionally elsewhere in the 
word. 

Table 6: Extrametrical and unparsed syllables 
 Feet Phonemic form Phonetic form Gloss 

<L>(H) 
<L>(H)(H) 

/i+kn/ 
/i+ktbon/ 

[i.kn] 
[i.kt.bon] 

‘3s+eat’ 
‘3s+mix.with. 
others’ 

<L>(LL) 
<H>(L) 

/i+sr/ 
/m+p/ 

[i.s.r] 
[m.p] 

‘3s+search.for’ 
‘1pEXCL+plant’ 

E
X

TR
A-M

ETR
IC

A
L <L>(L)(H) /i+ddup/ [i.d.dup] ‘3s+submerge’ 

L(LL) /unu/ 
/brm/ 

[.u.nu] 
[b.r.m] 

‘dog’ 
‘clan.house’ 

(H)L /muntu/ 
/krt/ 

[mun.tu] 
[kr.t] 

‘morning’ 
‘vine.sp.’ 

L(H)L /kkmbo/ [k.km.bo] ‘nautilus’ 
U

N
PA

R
SED 

(H)L(LL) /knpitiki/ [kn.pi.ti.ki] ‘star’ 

In contrast to these examples, it is also common in Arop-Lokep to allow the 
construction of a degenerate (monomoraic) foot, consisting of a single light 
syllable. This leads to a violation of the constraint FOOTBIN, as a light syllable 
is monomoraic. Monosyllabic words such as // ‘pig’ and /i/ ‘fish’ are 
stressed; this can be accounted for by positing a further constraint, LEXICAL 
WORD PROMINENCE (LWP), which takes priority over FOOTBIN and requires all 
lexical items to be stressed. 

LEXICAL WORD PROMINENCE (LWP): A lexical word must be a 
prosodic word (i.e. All lexical items must be stressed). 

The penultimate syllable of a polysyllabic word is almost always stressed, 
and if it is light and the ultimate syllable is heavy it will form a degenerate foot 
(regardless of whether there is a preceding light syllable available); therefore 
the constraint NON-FINALITY, which disallows primary stress on the final 
syllable, takes priority over both MAINRIGHT and FOOTBIN. 
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NON-FINALITY: Main stress does not fall on the final syllable of the 
word. 

A degenerate foot will also be formed if the syllable that would be expected 
to take stress is extrametrical, and a light syllable follows. Thus the constraint 
*LAPSE, which prohibits a sequence of two unstressed syllables, is ranked 
higher than FOOTBIN and FOOTFORM. 

*LAPSE: Two adjacent unstressed syllables are not allowed. 

Table 7: Degenerate feet 
Feet Phonemic form Phonetic form Gloss 
(L) // 

/i/ 
[] 
[i] 

‘pig’ 
‘fish’ 

(L)(H) /blim/ 
/ntu+k/ 

[b.lim] 
[n.tuk] 

‘uninhabited.beach’ 
‘child+1sPOS’ 

<L>(L)(H) /i+pitin/ [i.pi.tin] ‘3s+separate.seeds’ 
<H>(L)(H) /m+wuli/ [m.wu.lj] ‘1pEXCL+drop’ 
L(L)(H) /nklul/ 

/smink/ 
[n.k.lu] 
[s.mi.nk] 

‘boat.building.tool’ 
‘ant.sp.’ 

<L>(L)(LL) /i+sputu/ 
/i+pitk/ 

[i.s.pu.tu] 
[i.pi.t.k] 

‘3s+cut.through’ 
‘3s+tangle’ 

<H>(L)(LL) /m+kmt/ [m.k.m.t] ‘1pEXCL+see’ 
 

8. Word type (C)VVICVI 
A notable feature of Arop-Lokep phonology is the word pattern (C)VViCVi, 

wherein the two vowels designated as Vi can stand for any of the vowels in the 
phonemic inventory but are exactly identical to each other. Such words do not 
participate in certain phonological processes and always syllabify in the pattern 
(C)V.V.CV. 

8.1 Inalienable nouns (IN) 
The inalienable noun class of words accounts for 12% of the entire Arop-

Lokep lexical stock considered in this analysis. All IN roots end with an 
underlying vowel phoneme and receive one of six person-marking suffixes. 
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Table 8: Inalienable Noun Person-Marking Suffixes 
  Singular Plural 
1st person -k -mAm (EXCL) 

-dV (INCL) 
2nd person -m -mim (Arop dialect) 

-mu (Lokep dialect) 
3rd person -nV -di 

The third person singular is by far the most commonly occurring IN suffix 
in the Arop-Lokep language. Many concepts expressed by the inalienable nouns 
relate to non-human attributes such as bark, leaves, flowers, buds, seeds, roots, 
branches, fur, tails, fins, scales, feathers, and wings that are not often expressed 
as first or second person possessions. Because the inalienable noun roots do not 
occur in isolation without a person marker, the citation form of any IN is by 
default the third singular form. 

The final vowel of the third person singular IN suffix copies the final vowel 
of the IN root to which it is bound. Thus any of the vowels in the phonemic 
inventory except // can be realised in the third singular IN suffix. 

145) IN roots plus 3rd person singular suffix [-nV]: 
a. /kE+nE/ [»kE.nE] ‘leg+3sPOS’ 
b. /i+ni/ [»i.ni] ‘tail+3sPOS’ 
c. /lo+no/ [»lo.no] ‘inside+3sPOS’ 
d. /nAtu+nu/ [nA.»tu.nu] ‘child+3sPOS’ 
e. /kç+nç/ [»kç.nç] ‘mouth+3sPOS’ 
f. /tinA+nA/ [ti.»nA.nA] ‘mother+3sPOS’ 

The final vowel of any IN root that is copied in the third singular suffix 
receives stress and serves as the nucleus of the penultimate syllable. This 
pattern produces an interesting result when the IN root ends with the sequence 
(C)VV (with the syllable coda being filled by an underlying high vowel). When 
such roots are combined with the third person singular suffix, the final vowel of 
the root is stressed and becomes the nucleus of the word’s penultimate syllable. 
Thus the word always syllabifies as (C)V.»V.CV. 

146) a. /pAu+nu/ [pA.»u.nu] ‘new+3sPOS’ 
b. /tAi+ni/ [tAJ.»i.ni] ‘younger.sibling+3sPOS’ 

It is to be noted that however the IN root syllabifies in its citation form, that 
pattern of syllabification is followed throughout the declension of all the IN 
suffixes, often in contradiction to general syllabification patterns for high 
vowels (see section 9). Thus any IN root ending in an underlying (C)VV will 
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syllabify as (C)V.»V before any of the IN suffixes. The final vowel of an IN root 
always has at least secondary stress, being either in the penultimate syllable or 
in a final syllable closed with a consonantal IN suffix. 

147) Declension of the IN root /lAu/ ‘bottom’: 
a. /lAu+k/ [»lA.«uk] ‘bottom+1sPOS’ 
b. /lAu+m/ [»lA.«u.m] ‘bottom+2sPOS’ 
c. /lAu+nu/ [lA.»u.nu] ‘bottom+3sPOS’ 
d. /lAu+mAm/ [lA.»u.«mAm] ‘bottom+1pEXCL.POS’ 
e. /lAu+du/ [lA.»u.du] ‘bottom+1pINCL.POS’ 
f. /lAu+mim/ [lA.»u.«mim] ‘bottom+2pPOS’ (Arop dialect) 
g. /lAu+mu/ [lA.»u.mu] ‘bottom+2pPOS’ (Lokep dialect) 
h. /lAu+di/ [lA.»u.di] ‘bottom+3pPOS’ 

8.2 Derived alienable nouns (derAN) 
This same distinctive word pattern, (C)VViCVi, can be achieved through the 

process of deriving alienable nouns from verb roots. In a recent frequency count 
of 2034 unique lexical entries, verb roots comprised 33% of the total lexicon. 
Nearly every one of these Arop-Lokep verb roots, both transitive and 
intransitive, can be nominalised. This process involves taking the verb root and 
adding the verb’s class marker (CM) suffix followed by the nominalising 
(NOM) suffix, /+NV/, or /+nV/ if the verb root’s final consonant is a velar 
nasal.4 

148) Nominalisations of the verb roots /duk/ ‘swell’ and /luN/ ‘lie’: 
a. /duk+u+Nu/ [du.»ku.Nu] ‘wrap+CM+NOM’ 
b. /luN+u+nu/ [lu.»Nu.nu] ‘lie+CM+NOM’ 

The verb’s CM suffix is filled by one of the vowel phonemes in accordance 
with the verb’s class affiliation. The vowel of the nominalising suffix is always 
a copy of the CM vowel immediately preceding it. As in the case of the third 
singular IN suffix, when the NOM suffix is attached to a root, it copies the 
immediately preceding vowel, and that copied vowel (which is always the CM) 
is assigned stress according to the normal stress rules and becomes the nucleus 
of the word’s penultimate syllable. 

149) a. /sAp+A+NA/ [sA.»pA.NA] ‘mourn+CM+NOM’ 
b. /sAp+E+NE/ [sA.»pE.NE] ‘harvest+CM+NOM’ 

                                                           
4 Dissimilation of velar nasals does not occur elsewhere in the language, as demonstrated 
by the example /NoNo/ ‘head cold’. 
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c. /sAp+u+Nu/ [sA.»pu.Nu] ‘carve+CM+NOM’ 
d. /sAp+i+Ni/ [sA.»pi.Ni] ‘miss+CM+NOM’ 
e. /ti+o+No/ [ti.»o.No] ‘pour+CM+NOM’ 
f. /iim+ç+Nç/ [ji.»mç.Nç] ‘buy+CM+NOM’ 
g. /kr++/ [k.r.] ‘scrape+CM+NOM’ 

When verb roots ending with the sequence (C)VV (with the syllable coda 
being filled by an underlying high vowel) receive the CM and NOM suffixes, 
the resultant word has the shape (C)VViCVi and always syllabifies as 
(C)V.»V.CV. The identical high vowel combinations in the underlying forms of 
the examples below are not realised in the surface forms due to a process of 
high vowel coalescence (cf. Section 10.2). The alternating pronunciation of the 
surface form is due to a vowel-raising rule (cf. Section 10.3). 

150) The verb root /rAu/ ‘hit’ nominalised: 
/rAu+u+Nu/ [rA.»u.Nu]~[ro.»u.Nu] ‘hit+CM+NOM’ 

151) The verb root /nAi/ ‘boil’ nominalised: 
/nAi+i+Ni/ [nAJ.»i.Ni]~[nEJ.»i.Ni] ‘boil+CM+NOM’ 

8.3 Derived inalienable nouns (derIN) 
Not only is nearly every verb root capable of being derived into an alienable 

noun, but some verb roots can be derived into inalienable nouns as well. This 
process involves taking the verb root and adding the verb’s CM suffix followed 
by an IN person marking suffix. 

152) a. /mAt+E+nE/ [mA.»tE.nE] ‘die+CM+3sPOS’= ‘his death’ 
b. /mAt+E+NE/ [mA.»tE.NE] ‘die+CM+NOM’= ‘dying/death’ 

153) a. /pon+E+nE/ [po.»nE.nE] ‘fill+CM+3sPOS’ = ‘its fullness’ 
b. /pon+E+NE/ [po.»nE.NE] ‘fill+CM+NOM’= ‘filling’ 

When verb roots ending with the sequence (C)VV (with the syllable coda 
being filled by an underlying high vowel) receive the CM and an IN person 
marking suffix, the resultant word has the shape (C)VViCVi and again always 
syllabifies as (C)V.»V.CV. As in the case of the derANs, the identical high 
vowel combination in the underlying form of example 154a below is not 
realised in the surface form due to a process of high vowel coalescence and the 
alternating pronunciation of the surface form is due to a vowel raising rule. 

154)  Inalienable nouns derived from verb roots: 
a. /rAu+u+nu/ [rA.»u.nu]~[ro.»u.nu] ‘leaf+CM+3sPOS’ 
b. /bi+A+nA/ [bi.»A.nA] ‘rot+CM+3sPOS’ 
c. /lu+A+nA/ [lu.»WA.  ‘mound+CM+3sPOS’ 
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8.4 Other word classes 
The (C)V.»V.CV pattern of syllabification may be the result of a 

phonological process triggered by the vowel copying that takes place when IN 
roots are combined with the third person singular suffix, and in the derivation of 
derived alienable and inalienable nouns, when verb roots are combined with the 
CM and NOM suffixes, and with the CM and third person singular IN suffix. It 
could also be motivated by the constraint MAIN-RIGHT, discussed in section 7.5, 
which requires main stress to be aligned as far to the right in the word as 
possible. This pattern of syllabification is so strongly ensconced in the language 
that it also applies to all other word classes that have the same phonological 
word shape. 

155) Lexically occurring alienable nouns: 
a. /buˆkˆ/ [bu.»Wˆ.ƒˆ] ~ [bu..] ‘banana.sp’ 
b. /Airi/ [AJ.»i.ri] ‘two.days.ago’ 
c. /gAuru/ [gA.»u.ru] ‘dust’ 
d. /kiçdç/ [ki.»ç.Rç] ‘outrigger.poles’ 

156) Lexically occurring alienable noun with archaic reduplication: 
/tAuru # uru/ [tA.»u.ru.  »Wu.ru] ‘taro.blossom’ 

157) Pronominal form derived from a preposition and /idi/ ‘1pINCL’: 
/pA+idi/ [pAJ.»i.Ri] ‘to+1pINCL’ 

158) Lexically occurring verb root /siutu/ ‘cut.across’: 
/ti+siutu/ [ti.«si.»u.tu] ‘3p+cut.across’ 

8.5 Word type (C)VViCVi and other phonological processes 
The phenomenon of the word pattern (C)VViCVi, which produces a stress 

pattern of (C)V. »V.CV, was described in an earlier analysis as a process of 
resyllabification.5 The present analysis, however, now views the aberrant 
syllabification of high vowel phonemes in this pattern as having two possible 
motivations. The first of these is vowel preservation. The final root vowel of 
derIN stems is preserved at all costs in order that it may be copied onto certain 
of the derIN suffixes. The resultant word pattern (C)VViCVi is so strong that it 
is applied beyond the derIN nouns to all other word classes with the result that 
all words with the phonological shape (C)VViCVi in their underlying form are 
marked so that the basic semivowel rule does not apply to them. Thus although 
                                                           
5 In an earlier paper, Long Island: Organized Phonology Data (D’Jernes, 1990), it was 
suggested that any sequence with a complex nucleus VV or CVV preceding a word-final 
syllable of the type CV or C would syllabify into two simple nuclei. 
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in general a high vowel phoneme which is potentially in the coda of a syllable 
would be expected to surface as a semivowel (such that the sequence of 
phonemes in /tAudu/ ‘moon’ would appear in its surface form as *[»tAw.Ru]), 
this does not happen. Rather, like all words with this distinctive phonological 
shape, the word /tAudu/ syllabifies in the pattern (C)V.»V.CV and is thus 
realised as [tA.»u.Ru]. 

The second motivation for the syllabification of all (C)VViCVi words in the 
pattern (C)V.»V.CV is related to the preferred phonological foot in Arop-Lokep, 
the moraic trochee (discussed in section 7.5), and to a preference for main stress 
to occur as far to the right in the word as possible. This will be discussed further 
in section 9.1.3. 

9. Semivowels 
The semivowels [w] and [j] are in an allophonic relationship with the high 

vowel phonemes /u/ and /i/, respectively. There is also an interesting pattern of 
interaction between these same semivowels and their articulatorily related 
plosives /b/ and /g/. 

9.1 Semivowels and their corresponding high vowels /u/ and /i/ 
The following sub-sections will reveal that semivowels are in 

complementary distribution with their analogous high vowels. 

9.1.1 The distribution of [w] and [j] 
The phoneme /u/ is realised as [w] and the phoneme /i/ as [j] in five 

environments. They serve as syllable codas in two environments: 1) when 
preceded by a vowel and followed by juncture, and 2) when preceded by a 
vowel and followed by another consonant that is not word-final. 

Syllable coda semivowels: 
Environment 1: V__# 
159) [w] preceded by a vowel and followed by juncture: 

a. /Au/ [»Aw] ‘1s’ 
b. /mou/ [»mow] ‘NW.wind’ 
c. /ti+rAu/ [ti.»rAw] ‘3p+hit’ 
d. /lAulAu/ [«lAw.»lAw] ‘shin’ 

160) [j] preceded by a vowel and followed by juncture: 
a. /Ei/ [»Ej] ‘fire’ 
b. /boi/ [»boj] ‘planetary.star’ 
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c. /ti+tAi/ [ti.»tAj] ‘3p+dig’ 
d. /siklAi/ [»sik.«lAj] ‘lemon.grass’ 

Environment 2: V__C 
161) [w] preceded by a vowel and followed by a consonant that is not 

word-final: 
a. /kAudoko/ [«kAw.»do.ko] ‘box.fish’ 
b. /sAurErE/ [«sAw.»rE.rE] ‘sail.fish’ 
c. /kAudANdAN/ [«kAw.»dAN.«dAN] ‘thorn.vine’ 
d. /sAurAk/ [»sAw.«rAk] ‘sea.urchin’ 

162) [j] preceded by a vowel and followed by a consonant that is not 
word-final: 
a. /mAilAN/ [»mAj.«lAN] ‘feast’ 
b. /mAidA+nA/ [«mAj.»dA.nA] ‘unripe+3sPOS’ 
c. /AiliNi/ [«Aj.»li.Ni] ‘razor’ 
d. /muimui/ [muj.muj] ‘decorative.feathers’ 

The [w] and [j] allophones also serve as syllable onsets in three 
environments: 1) when in intervocalic position, 2) when preceded by juncture 
and followed by another vowel, and 3) when preceded by a consonant that is 
not word-initial and followed by another vowel. Note that there are no lexically 
occurring examples of [w] in the latter environment entirely within a 
morpheme; it is found only across morpheme boundaries. 

Syllable onset semivowels: 
Environment 1: V__V 
163) Intervocalic [w]: 

a. /kAuAl/ [»kA.«wAl] ‘mountain’ 
b. /i+rAu+A/ [i.»rA.wA] ‘3s+hit+3s’ 
c. /douo/ [»do.wo] ‘pig.net’ 
d. /i+rriu+i/ [ir.»ri.wi] ‘3p+wash+3s’ 

164) Intervocalic [j]: 
a. /ti+suiu/ [ti.»su.ju] ‘3p+stab’ 
b. /kAior/ [»kA.«jor] ‘cassowary’ 
c. /kA+iE/ [»kA.jE] ‘2p+with’ 
d. /i+mAiA/ [i.»mA.jA] ‘1s+blow’ 
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Environment 2: #__V 
165) [w] preceded by juncture and followed by another vowel: 

a. /uAsA/ [»wA.sA] ‘bird.sp’ 
b. /uod+E+nE/ [wo.»dE.nE] ‘dry+CM+3sPOS’ 
c. /uit+u+Nu/ [wi.»tu.Nu] ‘tie+CM+NOM’ 
d. /uot+E+NE/ [wo.»tE.NE] ‘squat+CM+NOM’ 

166) [j] preceded by juncture and followed by another vowel: 
a. /iA+ru/ [»jA.ru] ‘3s+two’ 
b. /iEs+E+nE/ [jE.»sE.nE] ‘hot+CM+3sPOS’ 
c. /iup+u+Nu/ [ju.»pu.Nu] ‘dig+CM+NOM’ 
d. /iolotunu/ [«jo.lo.»tu.nu] ‘banana.sp.’ 

Environment 3: C__V 
167) [w] preceded by a consonant that is not word-initial and followed by 

a vowel: 
a. /ti+uAl+uAl/ [ti.»wAl.«wAl] ‘3p+debranch’ 
b. /Am+uE/ [Am.»wE] ‘1pEXCL+float’ 
c. /ti+pAr+uEte/ [ti.«pAr.»wE.tE] ‘3p+REC+talk’ 
d. /Am+uis+uisi/ [Am.»wis.«wi.si]       ‘1pEXCL+leash+leash’ 

168) [j] preceded by a consonant that is not word-initial and followed by 
a vowel: 
a. /i+mAriç/ [i.»mAr.jç] ‘3s+rest’ 
b. /Am+iEtAi+A/ [Am.«jE.»tA.jA] ‘1pEXCL+shave+3p’ 
c. /Am+iup/ [Am.»jup] ‘1pEXCL+plant’ 
d. /ti+pAr+iimi/ [ti.«pAr.»ji.mi] ‘3pREC+buy’ 

Note that where a VV sequence containing a high vowel is either preceded 
or followed by a consonant at a word boundary, the high vowel is realised as [u] 
or [i] rather than as a semivowel, in order to avoid the occurrence of a 
consonant or vowel sequence within a syllable (see also environments 2 and 5 
in Section 9.1.2 below): 

169) Syllabification of #CVV and VVC# sequences containing high 
vowels:  
a. /i+kut/ [i.k.ut] ‘3s+harvest’ 
b. /tiu+k/ [ti.uk] ‘grand.relation+1sPOS’ 
c. /ti+k/ [t.ik] ‘younger.sibling+1sPOS’ 
d. /ruk/ [ru.k] ‘hawk.sp.’ 
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With regard to environment 2 above (examples 165 and 166), where a word 
begins with a sequence of two high vowel phonemes, the preference is to 
syllabify in a way that maximises onsets. Therefore /iup+u+Nu/ 
‘dig+CM+NOM’ is realised as [ju.»pu.Nu] rather than *[iw.pu.u], and 
/uit+u+Nu/ ‘tie+CM+NOM’ is realised as [wi.»tu.Nu], not *[uj.tu.u]. This 
will be discussed further in Section 9.1.3. 

9.1.2 The distribution of [u] and [i] 
The phonemes /u/ and /i/ serve as the syllable nuclei [u] and [i] in five 

environments: 1) when preceded by a consonant and followed by juncture 2) 
when followed by a consonant that is word-final, 3) when interconsonantal, 4) 
when preceded by juncture and followed by a consonant, and 5) when preceded 
by a consonant that is word-initial. 

Syllable nucleus high vowels: 
Environment 1: C__# 
170) [u] preceded by a consonant and followed by juncture: 

a. /kumu/ [»ku.mu] ‘garden’ 
b. /Am+du/ [Am.»du] ‘1pEXCL+go.down’ 
c. /ululu/ [»u.«lu.lu] ‘beach’ 
d. /ru/ [»ru] ‘two’ 

171) [i] preceded by a consonant and followed by juncture: 
a. /siki/ [»si.ƒi] ‘kingfisher’ 
b. /Am+di/ [Am.»di] ‘1pEXCL+go.inland’ 
c. /ili/ [»i.li] ‘3.days.hence’ 
d. /kAdi/ [»kA.Ri] ‘armband’ 

Environment 2: __C# 
172) [u] followed by a consonant that is word-final: 

a. /up/ [»up] ‘digging.stick’ 
b. /lAu+k/ [»lA.«uk] ‘bottom+1sPOS’ 
c. /nAkAlul/ [nA.»kA.«luÒ] ‘carving.tool’ 
d.  /kum/ [»kum] ‘ground.oven’ 

173) [i] followed by a consonant that is word-final: 
a. /ip/ [»ip] ‘tree.sp’ 
b. /Am+kin/ [Am.»kin] ‘1pEXCL+pick’ 
c. /girir/ [»gi.«rir] ‘taro.bundle’ 
d. /i+m/ [»im] ‘tail+2sPOS’ 
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Environment 3: C__C 
174) Interconsonantal [u]: 

a. /kut/ [»kut] ‘louse’ 
b. /dumudumu/ [«du.mu.»du.mu] ‘turtle.shell’ 
c. /luNluN/ [»luN.«luN] ‘roller’ 
d. /turu+k/ [»tu.«ruk] ‘knee+1sPOS’ 

175) Interconsonantal [i]: 
a. /pir/ [»pir] ‘coconut.sprout’ 
b. /kAsin/ [»kA.«sin] ‘few’ 
c. /pidipidi/ [«pi.Ri.»pi.Ri] ‘poison’ 
d. /diNdiN/ [«diN.»diN] ‘grass’ 

Environment 4: #__C 
176) [u] preceded by juncture and followed by a consonant: 

a. /uplo/ [»up.lo] ‘spider’ 
b. /udu/ [»u.Ru] ‘inland’ 
c. /udud/ [»u.«dud] ‘backbone’ 
d. /ululu/ [»u.«lu.lu] ‘beach’ 

177) [i] preceded by juncture and followed by a consonant: 
a. /ip/ [»ip] ‘tree.sp’ 
b. /i+du/ [i.»du] ‘3s+go.down’ 
c. /i+mAn/ [i.»mAn] ‘3s+come.across’ 
d. /i+n/ [»in] ‘this.one+near.listener’ 

Environment 5: #C__ 
178) [u] preceded by a consonant that is word-initial: 

a. /ku+mAn/ [ku.»mAn] ‘2s+come.across’ 
b. /sup+u+Nu/ [su.»pu.Nu] ‘peel+CM+NOM’ 
c. /ruA+k/ [»ru.«WAk] ‘skull+1sPOS’ 
d. /bu/ [»bu] ‘betelnut’ 

179) [i] preceded by a consonant that is word-initial: 
a. /ti+pE/ [ti.»pE] ‘3p+plant’ 
b. /ni/ [»ni] ‘place’ 
c. /tini+ni/ [ti.»ni.ni] ‘skin+3sPOS 
d. /tiAp/ [»ti.«Ap] ‘no’ 
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9.1.3 Predicting semivowels and their high vowel correlates 
The phonemes /i/ and /u/ and their allophones [j] and [w] are in 

complementary distribution, and their distribution is almost entirely dependent 
on syllable structure. The high vowels occur in the syllable nucleus and the 
semivowels in coda and onset positions. It is suggested that [u] and [i] are the 
default realisations of these phonemes, and that they are realised as [w] and [j] 
only in the five environments described in Section 9.1.1 above. Elsewhere they 
remain vowels. The four univalent syllable types in the language are CV, CVC, 
V and VC, and semivowel distribution can be explained in terms of the way the 
language conforms to these patterns. The only consonant clusters permitted 
within a syllable are geminates, which are derived from historical contractions 
of reduplication (see Section 11.1). 

The majority of examples given above are predictable from the following 
three constraints: 

ONSET: Syllabify ambiguous sequences in such a way as to maximise 
onsets. 
SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (SSP): Syllabify any two adjacent 
segments such that the more sonorous one is a nucleus. 

*CLUSTER: Consonant clusters are prohibited within a syllable. 

The ONSET constraint accounts for the realisation of a word such as /iu/ 
‘spear’ as [ju] rather than *[iw]. The *CLUSTER constraint explains the 
realisation of /kiuiu/ as [ki.wiw] rather than *[kju.ju]. 

The SSP constraint ensures that words such as /i/ and /kuku/ are 
realised as [j] and [kw.kw], // and // being more sonorous than /i/ and 
/u/. It also predicts the realisation of the final segment of /kiuiu/ as [w], two 
vowels in the syllable nucleus being prohibited. Similarly, a CVVC sequence 
such as /ti+k/ ‘younger.sibling+1sPOS’, or /tiu+k/ ‘grand.relative+1sPOS’ 
will syllabify as CV.VC: [t.ik] and [ti.uk] respectively (realisations such as 
*[tjk], *[tiwk] or *[tjuk] would also violate the *CLUSTER constraint) . 

This analysis presents a problem for words of the type (C)VViCVi where Vi 
is a high vowel. Possible motivations for the realisation of INs and derINs such 
as /ti+ni/ > [t.i.ni] ‘younger.sibling+3sPOS’ and /ru+u+nu/ > [r.u.nu] 
‘leaf+CM+3sPOS’ are discussed in Section 8.5, but the (C)VViCVi type is not 
restricted to these word classes and other examples such as /unu/ > 
[.u.nu] ‘dog’ need to be accounted for. 

In Section 7.1 it was proposed that the phonological foot in Arop-Lokep can 
be composed of a sequence of two light syllables (ĹL), or one heavy syllable 
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(H ́), but a foot made up of a heavy plus a light syllable (*H́L) is not permitted. 
This constraint is referred to as FOOTFORM. However, it would be satisfied by 
either [.u.nu] or *[w.nu] as a realisation of /unu/, because the final 
syllable of the latter can be treated as unparsed. Therefore we need to propose a 
further constraint. 

ALL FEET RIGHT (AFR): Align every foot as far to the right as possible. 

The AFR constraint means that where there are two possible ways to 
syllabify a word, the preference is for a word where all syllables are 
incorporated into feet, and there are no unparsed syllables remaining at the right 
edge of the word. Where there are two possible ways to syllabify a word, as in 
/unu/, /ti+ni/ etc., AFR takes priority over ONSET, such that in these 
examples ONSET is violated because they contain a V syllable which would be 
avoided by a realisation such as *[w.nu]. 

This leaves us with sequences such as /i+iimi/ ‘3s+buy’, /i+ut/ 
‘3s+tether’ and /i+ui/ ‘3s+rot’, which could potentially be syllabified as 
*[ji.i.mi], *[ju..t] and *[juj]. We can assume that the syllabic nature of the 
morpheme /i+/ must be preserved in its surface realisation. 

A small set of words syllabify VV sequences (where the second V is a high 
vowel) in a similar way to /unu/ but do not fit into the (C)VViCVi set; 
[m.u.r.n] ‘life+3sPOS’ and [m.t.u] ‘necklace’ are examples. These are 
analysed as containing a second, unrealised high vowel which undergoes a 
process of coalescence or degemination; the phonemic forms are /muurn/ 
and /mtuu/. These words are discussed further in Section 10.2.4. 

9.2 Semivowels and their voiced plosive correlates /b/ and // 
Across the language as a whole the semivowels contrast with the phonemes 

/b/ and /g/. However, there are some interesting distributions within word 
classes that bear discussion. 

9.2.1 The distribution of /b/ 
The distribution of the phoneme /b/ is strictly limited. It occurs only as a 

syllable onset in word-initial position or when following another consonant. It 
also occurs intervocalically but only as a copy of a word-initial syllable. 

180) #___ 
a. /bAlE/ [»bA.lE] ‘shelter’ 
b. /bi+k/ [»bik] ‘armpit+1sPOS’ 
c. /bu/ [»bu] ‘betelnut’ 
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181) V___V 
a. /bAbA/ [«bA.»bA] ‘seagrass’ 
b. /bçbç+nç/ [bç.»bç.nç] ‘spouse+3sPOS’ 
c. /bAdAbAdA/ [«bA.RA.»bA.RA] ‘store.house’ 

182) C___V 
a. /bokbok/ [«bok.»bok] ‘Bokbok’ (village) 
b. /numbEnE/ [num.»bE.nE] ‘chigger’ 
c. /i+kAtbon/ [i.»kAt.«bon] ‘3s+mix.with.others’ (Lokep) 

9.2.2 Contrasts between /b/ and [w] 
This discussion on the distribution of the phoneme /b/ reveals that there are 

three environments in which it will contrast with the previously discussed 
distribution pattern of the phoneme /u/ in its consonantal form [w]. Specifically, 
contrasts occur intervocalically, word-initially, and following a consonant that 
is not word-initial. The following subsections will look at these contrasts in 
more detail and will suggest that there are other factors that may help account 
for the contrasts. 

9.2.2.1 Contrasts between /b/ and [w] intervocalically 
183) a. /bAbA/ [«bA.»bA] ‘seagrass’ 

b. /kAuA/ [»kA.wA] ‘ashes’ 

184) a. /boto+boto/ [«bo.to.»bo.to] ‘sore+sore’ 
b. /i+uodo+uodo/ [i.«wo.Ro.»wo.Ro] ‘3s+dry+dry’ 

It is to be noted that all intervocalic occurrences of the phoneme /b/ appear 
in syllables that are exact copies of a word-initial syllable. It may also be 
significant that the pronunciations given for two of the preceding intervocalic 
examples of the phoneme /b/ represent only the Arop dialect of the language. 
Compare this with the Lokep dialect in the examples following. 

185) Arop dialect Lokep dialect 
a. [«bA.»bA] [«bA.»wA] ‘seagrass’ 
b. [bç.»bç.nç] [bç.»wç.nç] ~ [bç.»bç.nç] ‘spouse+3sPOS’ 

9.2.2.2 Contrasts between /b/ and [w] word-initially 

186) a. /bAl/ [»bAl] ‘pigeon’ 
b. /uAl+i+Ni/ [wA.»li.Ni] ‘cut.up+CM+NOM’ 

187) a. /boto+boto/ [«bo.to.»bo.to] ‘sore+sore’ 
b. /uot+E+NE/ [wo.»tE.NE] ‘squat+CM+NOM’ 
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188) a. /bulbuli+ni/ [«buÒ.«bu.»li.ni] ‘feather+3sPOS’ 
b. /uulAi+i+Ni/ [«wu.lAJ.»i.Ni] ‘release+CM+NOM’ 

Notice that the second example in each of the above sets of contrasts is the 
same type of word form; namely, nominalised forms of verbs. In fact, there are 
only six words in this corpus of data, other than derivations from verb roots, 
which possess a word-initial [w]. Of the six, one is borrowed from the Sio 
language, two are recent variations of /b/-initial words, two alternate freely with 
/b/-initial forms, and the last is only used in the Lokep dialect. 

189) Lexically occurring word-initial [w] 
a. [»wi.lA] from Sio language ‘liver’ 
b. [»wA.sA] from archaic [bu.»WA.sA] ‘bird.sp’ 
c. [»wAm] from archaic [bu.»WAm] ‘fabric’ 
d. [»wE.lE] alternates freely with [»bE.lE] ‘very’ 
e. [w.k] alternates freely with [bu..k] ‘banana.sp.’ 
f. [»wEr] Arop dialect [»gEr]  ‘wisdom’ 

This corpus of data reveals an interesting pattern of interaction between /b/ 
and [w] in relation to word classes. As just exemplified, very few words other 
than those derived from verb roots begin with [w], whereas many such non-
derived words begin with the phoneme /b/. On the other hand, although Arop-
Lokep is a verb oriented language and all verb roots begin with a consonant or 
semivowel, no verb root begins with the phoneme /b/ other than two archaic 
forms exemplified below which are still used by some of the older members of 
the language community. In direct complementation, there are many verb roots 
that begin with the semivowel [w]. 

190) current form old form 
a. [i.»wE.tE] [i.»bE.tE] ‘3s+speak’ 
b. [i.»wi] [i.»bi] ‘3s+rot’ 

The majority of verb roots beginning with [w] retain the same surface 
realisation even when occurring word-initially after having undergone some 
process of nominalisation. However, in a few cases the initial semivowel [w] of 
the prefixed verb root is realised as a [b] in this type of situation. 

191) verb form nominalisation 
a. [i.»wi] [bi.»A.nA] ‘rot+CM+3sPOS’ 
b. [i.»wE.tE] [bE.»tA.NA] ‘speak+CM+NOM’ 
c. [i.»wu.tu] [bu.»tA.nA] ‘cover.over+CM+3sPOS’ 
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In other cases there appears to be free variation between [b] and [w] when 
the initial phoneme of the verb root is placed in word-initial position through a 
nominalisation process. 

192) verb form nominalisation 
a. [i.»wow] [»wu.«u.Nu] ~ [»bu.«u.Nu] ‘sing+CM+NOM’ 
b. [i.»wud] [wu.»du.Nu] ~ [bu.»du.Nu] ‘sit+CM+NOM’ 
c. [i.»wu.tu] [wu.»tu.Nu] ~ [bu.»tu.Nu] ‘clear+CM+NOM’ 

Part of the motivation for this may be a growing tendency for [b] to replace 
[w] word-initially, while [w] occurs intervocalically. Verb roots with initial [w] 
are nearly always preceded by a subject agreement prefix ending in a vowel (the 
exception being the 1st person exclusive prefix /m+/, discussed below in 
9.2.2.3). The same verb roots, when nominalised, never occur with a vowel 
prefix, and in this word-initial environment certain words demonstrate free 
variation between [b] and [w]. 

9.2.2.3 Contrasts between /b/ and [w] following a consonant  

193) a. /butbut/ [«but.»but] ‘joist’ 
b. /uod+uod+i+Ni/ [«wod.wo.»di.Ni] ‘dry+dry+CM+NOM’ 

194) a. /sArAmbAt/ [sA.»rAm.«bAt] ‘sweet.potato’ 
b. /Am+uAl/ [Am.»wAl] ‘1pEXCL+cut.up’ 

The allophone [w] following a consonant that is not word-initial does not 
occur lexically, but comes only as the result of one of two processes. One 
process is for the verb root initial [w] to be reduplicated as in example 193b. 
The other process is for a verb root beginning with the phone [w] to have the 
first person exclusive subject agreement marker prefixed to it as in example 
194b. Among younger speakers of the language, free variation occurs between 
[b] and [w] in the latter environment, lending support to the suggestion that [w] 
tends to prefer an intervocalic environment while [b] occurs word-initially and 
following a consonant. 

195) a. /m+wl/ [m.wl] ~ [m.bl] ‘1pEXCL+sever’ 
b. /m+wutu/ [m.wu.tu] ~ [m.bu.tu] ‘1pEXCL+clear.path’ 
c. /m+w/ [m.w] ~ [m.b] ‘1pEXCL+float’ 
d. /m+wis+wisi/ [m.wis.wi.si] ~ [m.bis.bi.si] ‘1pEXCL+leash’ 

9.2.3 Conclusions about /b/ & [w] 
Although the segments /b/ and [w] contrast across the language as a whole, 

they are seen to be in complementary distribution when word classes are taken 
into consideration. Their pattern of interaction seems to suggest that the 
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phonological environment for the phoneme /b/ is as syllable onset in word-
initial position (including word-medial copy of a word-initial syllable) and 
following a consonant that is not word-initial. The phonological environment 
for the allophone [w] is elsewhere, i.e. as syllable coda and intervocalically. 

9.2.4 The distribution of // 
The distribution of the phoneme /g/ is strictly limited. It occurs only as a 

syllable onset in word-initial position and when following another consonant. It 
also occurs intervocalically but only as a copy of a word-initial syllable. Thus 
its distribution is parallel to that of /b/. 

196) #___ 
a. /gA/ [»gA] ‘pig’ 
b. /gok/ [»gok] ‘wild’ 
c. /gurA+nA/ [gu.»rA.nA] ‘power+3sPOS’ 

197) V___V 
a. /gArAgArA+nA/ [«gA.rA.«gA.»rA.nA] ‘whisker+3sPOS’ 
b. /gogo/ [«go.»go] ‘tree.sp’ 
c. /gigi+ni/ [gi.»gi.ni] ‘side+3sPOS’ 

198) C___V 
a. /kuNgor/ [»kuN.«gor] ‘puffer.fish’ 
b. /gErgEr/ [«gEr.»gEr] ‘fence.post’ 
c. /boNgAi/ [»boN.«gAj] ‘banana.sp’ 

9.2.5 Contrasts between // and [j] 
The phonemes /g/ and /i/ reflect only a trace of the same pattern of 

distribution as their counterparts /b/ and /u/. Statistically, more lexically 
occurring words begin with the phoneme /g/ than the semivowel [j], and more 
verb roots begin with [j] than with /g/, but there are strong contrasts in each 
case. Thus many more exceptions occur in the distribution of the segments /g/ 
and [j], leading to contrasts in all relevant environments. 

9.2.5.1 Contrasts between // and [j] intervocalically 

199) a. /i+goro/ [i.»go.ro] ‘3s+snap.off’ 
b. /i+ioro/ [i.»jo.ro] ‘3s+shout’ 

200) a. /A+gol+i/ [A.»go.li] ‘1s+debark+3sPOS’ 
b. /A+iol+E/ [A.»jo.lE] ‘1s+pull+3sPOS’ 
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9.2.5.2 Contrasts between // and [j] word-initially 

201) a. /gA/ [»gA] ‘pig’ 
b. /iA/ [»jA] ‘3s’ 

202) a. /gAm/ [»gAm] ‘cone.shell’ 
b. /i+Am/ [»jAm] ‘with+1pEXCL’ 

203) a. /gol+i+Ni/ [go.»li.Ni] ‘debark+CM+NOM’ 
b. /iol+E+NE/ [jo.»lE.NE] ‘pull+CM+NOM’ 

204) a. /gçgçnç/ [gç.»gçnç] ‘young.coconut’ 
b. /içNç+nç/ [jç.»Nç.nç] ‘yellow+3sPOS’ 

9.2.5.3 Contrasts between // and [j] following a consonant 

205) a. /Am+goro/ [Am.»go.ro] ‘1pEXCL+snap.off’ 
b. /Am+ioro/ [Am.»jo.ro] ‘1pEXCL+shout’ 

206) a. /Am+gol+i/ [Am.»go.li] ‘1pEXCL+debark+3sPOS’ 
b. /Am+iol+E/ [Am.»jo.lE] ‘1pEXCL+pull+3sPOS’ 

9.2.5.4 // and [j]: free variation and dialect differences  

As with [b] and [w], there is some evidence of free variation between [] and 
[j], particularly among younger speakers. 

207) a. /i+iiri/ [i.ji.ri] ~ [i.i.ri] ‘3s+remove’ 
b. /is++n/ [j.s.n] ~ [.s.n] ‘hot+CM+NOM’ 

This is also an area where Arop and Lokep are distinct. A number of words 
which in Arop have the phoneme /i/ followed by a front vowel, have // in 
Lokep. It may be that the Lokep dialect is influencing Arop in this regard, 
particularly as the alternation is more known in the Arop2 area. 

208) Arop  Lokep 
a. /i/ // ‘sleepy’ 
b. /m+il/ /m+l/ ‘1pEXCL+step.on’ 
c. /i+iiri/ /i+iri/ ‘3s+remove’ 

9.2.6 Conclusions about // & [j] 
The pattern of interaction between the phonemes // and /i/ is not as clearly 

seen as in their labial counterparts. The data only reflects a trace of 
complementary distribution between the two, leading to many examples of 
contrast in identical word categories. 
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9.2.7 Conclusions about the semivowels and their voiced plosive correlates 
Conclusions to be drawn from this data in regard to the semivowels and 

their voiced plosive correlates are threefold. First, the Arop-Lokep language is 
undergoing change in regard to the semivowels and their articulatorily related 
voiced plosives. The language will probably continue to change until it reaches 
a greater degree of symmetry and balance. The language may well be moving 
toward a complete complementary distribution between [b] & [w], with the 
plosive occurring as syllable onset when in word-initial position or when 
following another consonant, and the semivowel occurring as syllable onset 
intervocalically and as syllable coda when in word-final position or when 
preceding another consonant. Second, it may be premature to question the 
phonemic status of these phonemes in light of the obvious surface contrasts 
between each across word classes, especially where // and /i/ are concerned. 
And third, this data seems to suggest that grammatical processes such as 
nominalisation and reduplication may affect phonological alternations. 

10. General Phonological Processes 
10.1 Transitional glides 

Two types of transitional glides, off-glides and on-glides, are commonly 
heard in everyday Arop-Lokep speech. These transitional glides are sub-
phonemic and need not be represented in the orthography. However, as will be 
demonstrated in Section 10.2, these glides are phonetically identical to the 
realisation of the high vowel sequences /ii/ and /uu/ in certain environments, 
and it is important that the orthography should represent the morphological 
form of these words rather than the phonetic form, as the examples in 209 show. 

209) a. /pr/ [p..r] ‘mast’ 
b. /p+iiri/ [p.i.ri] ‘CAUS+board’ 

10.1.1 Off-glides 
A vowel will express a high front transitional off-glide [J] when immediately 

preceding a front vowel that is not low in its place of articulation and is in the 
syllable nucleus: [i], [E]. This process applies even across juncture, and 
regardless of stress placement. 

210) Off-glides: 
a. /tAili/ [tAJ.»i.li] ‘tree.sp.’ 
b. /bAE+k/ [»bAJ.«Ek] ‘hand+1sPOS’ 
c. /ku+iimi/ [kuJ.»i.mi] ~ [ki.i.mi] ‘2s+buy’  
d. /i+pA # iE/ [i.»pAJ »jE] ‘3s+travel with.3s’ 
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A similar process is not triggered by back vowels, as demonstrated below: 
211) a./unu/ [.u.nu] *[.u.nu] ‘dog’ 

b. /nol/ [n.o] *[ n.o] ‘sound’ 

10.1.2 On-glides 
A vowel will express a high back transitional on-glide (W) when 

immediately following a back vowel that is not low in its place of articulation 
and is in the syllable nucleus: [u], [o]. This process applies across juncture. 

212) On-glides: 
a. /lu+A+NA/ [lu.»WA.NA] ‘mound+CM+NOM’ 
b. /Alu+A/ [A.»lu.WA] ‘1s+mound+3s’ 
c. /mAloAk/ [mA.»lo.«WAk] ‘banana.sp’ 
d. /duE/ [»du.WE] ‘meteor’ 
e. /ruku # in/ [»ruƒu »Win] ‘coconut.shell this’ 

A similar process does not apply to front vowels. 
213) a. /bi/ [bi..] *[bi..] ‘fruit.bat’ 

b. /kid/ [ki..d] *[ki..d] ‘outrigger.poles’ 

10.2 High Vowel Coalescence (HVC) 
The following sub-sections will demonstrate that the identical high vowel 

sequences /ii/ and /uu/ are limited in distribution, whereas sequences wherein 
the second vowel is not identical to a preceding high vowel are not so limited. It 
will be further demonstrated from verb morphology and the system of 
nominalisation that the identical high vowel sequences degeminate into one unit 
in other environments. 

10.2.1 The distribution of the sequences /ii/ and /uu/ 
The identical high vowel sequences /ii/ and /uu/ are only realised on the 

surface as [ji] and [wu] when immediately following juncture, or when 
following a consonant. 

214) Environments wherein the sequence /ii/ is realised in its surface 
form as [ji] 
a. /ti+pAr+iis/ [ti.»pAr.«jis] ‘3p+REC+whistle’ 
b. /ti+pAr+iimi/ [ti.«pAr.»ji.mi] ‘3p+REC+buy+buy’ 
c. /iim+ç+Nç/ [ji.»mç.Nç] ‘buy+CM+NOM’ 
d. /Am+iimi/ [Am.»ji.mi] ‘1pEXCL+buy’ 
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215) Environments wherein the sequence /uu/ is realised in its surface form 
as [wu] 
a. /ti+pAr+uuru/ [ti.«pAr.»wu.ru] ‘3p+REC+rub’ 
b. /Am+wutu/ [am.»wutu] ‘1pEXCL+fold.over’ 
c. /uut+u+Nu/ [wu.»tu.Nu] ‘fold.over+CM+NOM’ 
d. /Am+uuk/ [Am.»wuk] ‘1pEXCL+cough’ 

Identical high vowel sequences that are verb root initial may also be 
realised on the surface as [ji] and [wu] even when prefixed with a person 
agreement marker. This analysis is based upon speakers of the language who 
make a distinction between such forms as [.ji.ri] ‘1s+board’ and [.i.ri] 
‘day.before.yesterday’ and between [t.wuk] ‘1pINCL+cough’ and [t.uk] 
‘self+1sPOS’. Not all speakers of the language make this distinction. These, 
generally older, speakers consider /+iiri/ and /iri/ as homophonous 
(pronounced [.i.ri]), while /t+wuk/ and /tu+k/ are distinguished only by 
stress (pronounced [t.uk] and [t.uk] respectively). Speakers who do make 
the distinction may also reduce these vowel sequences in rapid speech. 

216) Declension of the verb root /iiri/ ‘board’ 
a. /A+iiri/ [A.»ji.ri] ~ [.i.ri] ‘1s+board’ 
b. /ku+iiri/ [ku.»ji.ri] ~ [ku.i.ri] ‘2s+board’ 
c. /i+iiri/ [i.»ji.ri] ~ [i.i.ri] ‘3s+board’ 
d. /tA+iiri/ [tA.»ji.ri] ~ [t.i.ri] ‘1pINCL+board’ 
e.  /Am+iiri/ [Am.»ji.ri] ‘1pEXCL+board’ 
f. /kA+iiri/ [kA.»ji.ri] ~ [k.i.ri] ‘2p+board’ 
g. /ti+iiri/ [ti.»ji.ri] ~ [ti.i.ri] ‘3p+board’ 

217) Declension of the verb root /uuk/ ‘cough’ 
a. /A+uuk/ [A.»wuk] ~ [.uk] ‘1s+cough’ 
b. /ku+uuk/ [ku.»wuk] ~ [ku.uk] ‘2s+cough’ 
c. /i+uuk/ [i.»wuk] ~ [i.uk] ‘3s+cough’ 
d. /tA+uuk/ [tA.»wuk] ~ [t.uk] ‘1pINCL+cough’ 
e. /Am+uuk/ [Am.»wuk] ‘1pEXCL+cough’ 
f. /kA+uuk/ [kA.»wuk] ~ [k.uk] ‘2p+cough’ 
g. /ti+uuk/ [ti.»wuk] ~ [ti.uk] ‘3p+cough’ 

The above examples, where identical high vowel sequences are realised as 
[ji] and [wu] following a vowel, appear to contradict the generalisation about 
the limited distribution of these sequences. It was suggested in an earlier 
version of this paper that there is juncture between the subject agreement  
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marker prefix and the verb root, in which case the above examples would align 
with the stated generalisations.  

It was noted in the discussion on stress (see Section 7) that the verb’s 
obligatory person agreement marker prefix did not enter into the syllable count 
for consideration of stress placement. Further evidence for some degree of 
juncture here is provided by the psycholinguistic perception of some native 
authors who may intuitively separate the person marker prefix from its verb root 
in their writings. However, the realisation of words such as /i+krt/ as 
[i.k.r.t] rather than *[i k.r.t], with secondary stress required on the 
first syllable of the root, suggests that even though subject agreement prefixes 
are extrametrical, they still form only one phonological word with the verb. The 
fact that, as shown above, there is variation in the realisation of verb root initial 
high vowel sequences gives an indication that change may be occurring here at 
a morphological level, hence the uncertainty of native authors concerning 
whether to write this as one word or two. 

It is to be noted that the distribution of sequences wherein the second vowel 
is not identical to a preceding high vowel are not limited in distribution. Like 
the identical high vowel sequences they can occur when following juncture and 
when following a consonant, but unlike the identical high vowel sequences they 
can also occur when following another vowel. 

218) a.  /i+suiu/ [i.»su.ju] ‘3s+stab’ 
b.  /kAiiE/ [»kAj.jE] ‘many’ 
c.  /kAior/ [»kA.«jor] ‘cassowary’ 
d. /mAioko/ [mA.»jo.ko] ‘very.big’ 
e.  /i+poio/ [i.»po.jo] ‘3s+carry’ 

219) a.  /lAuE+nE/ [lA.»wE.nE] ‘scrotum+3s’ 
b.  /dAdAuA+nA/ [«dA.dA.»wA.nA] ‘agemate+3s’ 
c. /lEu+ç+Nç/ [lE.»wç.Nç] ‘play+CM+NOM’ 
d. /douo/ [»do.wo] ‘pig.net’ 
e.  /i+diui # diui/ [i.»di.wi »di.wi] ‘3s+force’ 

It will be demonstrated in the following sub-sections that the sequences /ii/ 
and /uu/ coalesce into a single unit when following another vowel. 

10.2.2 The third person singular object marker 
The third person singular object is shown on Arop-Lokep verbs by suffixing 

one of the vowel phonemes (with the exception of //) in accordance to the 
specific verb’s class. Examples follow. 

220) a. /Am+sAp+A/ [Am.»sA.pA] ‘1pEXCL+mourn+3s’ 
b. /Am+sAp+E/ [Am.»sA.pE] ‘1pEXCL+harvest+3s’ 
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c. /Am+sAp+u/ [Am.»sA.pu] ‘1pEXCL+carve+3s’ 
d. /Am+pAnA+sAp+i/ [Am.«pA.nA.»sA.pi]
 ‘1pEXCL+shoot+miss+3s’ 
e. /Am+ti+o/ [Am.»ti.o] ‘1pEXCL+pour+3s’ 
f. /Am+iim+ç/ [Am.»ji.mç] ‘1pEXCL+buy+3s’ 

Unlike all other verb roots, the verb roots ending with a semivowel have 
predictable class markers. All verbs roots ending with a final [j] belong to the 
‘i’ class of verbs, and all verbs ending with a final [w] belong to the ‘u’ class of 
verbs. Such verb roots combined with the third person singular object suffix 
produce the following results. 

221) Verb root /rAu/ ‘hit’ plus the 3rd person singular object marker: 
a. /i+ru/ [i.rw] ‘3s+hit’ 
b. /i+rAu+u/ [i.»rA.u] ~ [i.»ro.u] ‘3s+hit+3s’ 

222) Verb root /nAi/ ‘boil’ plus the 3rd person singular object marker: 
a. /i+ni/ [i.nj] ‘3s+boil’ 
b. /i+nAi+i/ [i.»nAJ.i] ~ [i.»nEJ.i] ‘3s+boil+3s’ 

The preceding derivations do not produce the surface forms of 
*[i.+»rA.w+u] and *[i.+»nA.j+i] as would be expected. Rather, the sequences 
/ii/ and /uu/ are coalescing into a single unit and serve as the nucleus of the next 
syllable when following another vowel. The alternate pronunciations are 
accounted for by a vowel raising process (cf. Section 10.3). The same 
phonological process of high vowel coalescence is seen in the process of 
nominalisation. 

10.2.3 Nominalisation 
Nearly every Arop-Lokep verb root can be nominalised. This process 

involves dropping the subject agreement marker prefix and adding the verb’s 
class marker suffix followed by the nominalising suffix, [NV]. Examples 
follow: 

223) a. /sAp+A+NA/ [sA.»pA.NA] ‘mourn+CM+NOM’ 
b. /sAp+E+NE/ [sA.»pE.NE] ‘harvest+CM+NOM’ 
c. /sAp+u+Nu/ [sA.»pu.Nu] ‘carve+CM+NOM’ 
d. /kAp+sAp+i+Ni/ [«kAp.»sA.«pi.Ni] ‘get+miss+CM+NOM’ 
e. /ti+o+No/ [ti.»o.No] ‘pour+CM+NOM’ 
f. /iim+ç+Nç/ [ji.»mç.Nç] ‘buy+CM+NOM’ 
g. /kr++/ [k.r.] ‘scrape+CM+NOM’ 

Verb roots ending in [j] and [w] that are nominalised by the above process 
produce the following results. 
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224) The verb root /rAu/ nominalised 
/rAu+u+Nu/ [rA.»u.Nu] ~ [ro.»u.Nu] ‘hit+CM+NOM’ 

225) The verb root /nAi/ nominalised 
/nAi+i+Ni/ [nAJ.»i.Ni] ~ [nEJ.»i.Ni] ‘boil+CM+NOM’ 

The above examples are illustrative of all verbs roots that end with a [j] or 
[w]. Each when combined with their respective class marker as part of the 
nominalisation process do not produce surface forms such as *[rA.»wu.Nu] and 
*[nA.»ji.Ni]. It is to be noted that the actual surface forms are conforming to the 
dominant pattern (C)VViCVi. While not all examples of high vowel coalescence 
involve words of this type, the strength of this word shape may be a motivating 
factor for the examples given in 224 and 225. The alternate pronunciations are 
accounted for by a vowel raising process (cf. Section 10.3). 

10.2.4 Conclusions about the sequences /ii/ and /uu/ 
The previous sub-sections have shown that the distribution of the sequences 

/ii/ and /uu/ are limited to the environments immediately following juncture or 
when following a consonant. Elsewhere and despite the placement of stress, 
these sequences were shown to coalesce into a single unit and serve as that 
syllable’s nucleus when following another vowel (excluding the final vowel of 
person agreement prefixes). It was further noted that other vowel sequences, 
wherein the second phone did not match the first high vowel’s articulatory 
features, were not limited in their distribution.  

This evidence for the sequences /ii/ and /uu/ underlying the respective 
surface realisation of [i] and [u] when in word-medial position following 
another vowel, helps in the interpretation of surface contrasts between the 
elements [Aj] and [AJ.i] and between [Aw] and [A.u]. It is to be concluded that 
the apparent contrastive syllabification is the result of an unrealised phoneme 
due to this process of coalescence. Thus the surface forms 
[AJ.i] and [A.u] should be interpreted as /Aii/ and /Auu/ in their underlying 
forms in these cases. 

226) a. /mAtAu/ [»mA.«tAw] ‘axe’ 
b. /mAtAuu/ [mA.»tA.u] ~ [mA.»to.u] ‘necklace’ 

227) a. /kAu/ [»kAw] ‘lime.powder’ 
b. /kAuu/ [»kA.u] ~ [»ko.u] ‘southwest.wind’ 

228) a. /kAurE+nE/ [kAw.»rE.nE] ‘spirit+3sPOS’ 
b. /mAuurE+nE/ [«mA.u.»rE.nE]~[«mo.u.»rE.nE] ‘life+3sPOS’ 
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In the case of the last example, it is worth noting that there is also a 
corresponding verb root which surfaces as [i.m.ur] ‘3s+be.alive’. This is the 
syllabification pattern which would be expected whether the phonemic form 
was /i+mur/ or /i+muur/. Positing an extra phoneme here is slightly 
problematic because of its implications for other, unambiguous words such as 
[k.ut] ‘Kaut.village’, which could potentially be /kuut/, or [.u.nu] ‘dog’, 
which could be /uunu/. An alternative would be to posit underlying contrasts 
between /u/ and /w/ (but possibly not between /i/ and /j/, where the contrasts 
can generally be accounted for on morphological grounds). This also creates 
problems for the previous analysis of semivowel distribution; it might therefore 
be better to claim that the forms shown above in 227b and 228b are simply 
lexical exceptions, while 229b, like inalienable nouns, results from pressure to 
preserve the syllable shape of the verb root. 

10.3 Vowel raising (VR) 
A vowel that is not high in its place of articulation (E, o, A) will, in rapid 

speech, move toward the place of articulation of an immediately following 
vowel that is syllable nuclear and is high in its place of articulation (i, u). This 
process applies to word roots across morpheme boundaries, but is not applied to 
affixes. 

When the low vowel /A/ meets the criteria for VR before a high front vowel 
it rises to [E]. When in the same environment, but preceding a high back vowel 
it rises to [o]. The phoneme /E/ in the VR environment rises to [i] before a front 
high vowel and the phoneme /o/ rises to [u] before a high back vowel. The 
phoneme /ç/ is rare in any vowel sequences and in the one instance wherein it 
meets the criteria of the VR rule, it has not been observed as rising, possibly 
because /ki+i+i/ forms a minimal pair with /koi+i+i/ 
‘make.net+CM+NOM’. The vowel // is also rare in vowel sequences and has 
not been observed as either triggering or undergoing VR. The surface 
representations of examples b, d and g express the results of the application of 
the HVC rule. 

229) Alternation caused by VR: 
a. /lAu+mim/ [lA.»u.«mim]~[lo.»u.«mim] ‘bottom+1pINCL.POS’ 
b. /wou+u+Nu/ [wo.»u.Nu]~[wu.»u.Nu] ‘sing+CM+NOM’ 
c. /bAu+k/ [»bA.«uk]~[»bo.«uk] ‘promiscuity’ 
d. /iEi+i+Ni/ [jEJ.»i.Ni]~[ji.»i.Ni] ‘do+CM+NOM’ 
e. /nA # i/ [»nAJ  »i]~[»nEJ  »i] ‘LOC+this.near.me’ 
f. /nA # in/ [»nAJ  »in]~[»nEJ  »in] ‘LOC+this.near.you’ 
g. /kçi+i+Ni/ [kçJ.»i.Ni] ‘voyage+CM+NOM’ 
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10.4 2nd person singular vowel harmony 
The second person singular subject agreement prefix /ku+/ is affected by a 

vowel harmony process in the Arop1 dialect, and also has a number of irregular 
forms which can be accounted for on phonological grounds. 

In the Arop1 dialect, the second person singular subject marker /ku+/ is 
realised as [ki] when preceding an /i/-initial verb root (=[j]). This process does 
not apply to other /u+i/ or /ui/ combinations in the language. 

230) Dialect variation caused by vowel harmony: 
  Arop1 Arop2, Lokep 
a. /ku+ip/ [ki.j.p] [ku.j.p] ‘2s+exist’ 
b. /ku+iu/ [ki.jw] [ku.jw] ‘2s+gather’ 
c. /ku+iolo/ [ki.jo.lo] [ku.jo.lo] ‘2s+pull’ 
d. /ku+iup/ [ki.jup] [ku.jup] ‘2s+plant’ 

10.5 Vowel elision 
Where one vowel follows another across a word boundary, it is common 

for the first vowel to be omitted, especially in rapid speech. 

231) a. /ruku # i+n/ [ru.u in] ~ [ru in] ‘coconut.shell that. 
   one+near.hearer’ 
b. /pr # tu/ [p..r .tu] ~ [p.r .tu] ‘mast one’ 
c. /dd # i+du/ [d. i.du] ~ [d i.du] ‘road 3s+go.down’ 

This process is particularly noteworthy where object pronouns are 
concerned. With the exception of the third person singular, object pronouns are 
identical to subject pronouns and frequently form a single phonological word 
with the verb they follow. Some native authors prefer to write these sequences 
as one word, others as two. The third person plural /di/ is the only pronoun 
which does not begin with a vowel, and is generally written as a separate word. 
The third person singular, which we would expect to be /i/ or /i/ in line with 
the subject forms, is never realised as such but is marked on the verb by the 
appropriate class-marking suffix. 

232) a. /+kmt # o/ [.k.m.to] ‘1s+see 2s’ 
b. /i+sr # u/ [i.s.rw] ‘3s+search.for 1s’ 
c. /i+toro # idi/ [i.to.ri.i] ‘3s+ask 1pINCL’ 
d. /m+kmt # di/ [m.k.m.t di] ‘1pEXCL+see 3p’ 
e. /i+sp+u/ [i.s.pu] ‘3s+carve+CM(=3s)’ 
f. /+lono+i/ [.lo.ni] ‘1s+help+3s’ 
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11. Consonant and Vowel Sequences 
11.1 Consonant Sequences 

Consonant clusters only occur across syllable boundaries in Arop-Lokep. 
They occur most often as the result of reduplication or affixation. However, 
consonant sequences also occur lexically. The following table charts the 
consonant sequences that may occur. 

Table 9: Consonant clusters 
 C1 

 d t k m 

b  
 
 

  /numbn/ 
[num.b.n] 
‘chigger’ 

p   /bokpuru/ 
[bok.pu.ru] 
‘hawk’ 

/m+p/ 
[m.p] 
‘1pEXCL+walk’ (6) 

d /kdd+n/ 
[kd.d.n] 
‘back+3sPOS’ 

  /i+dm+dm/ 
[i.dm.d.m] 
‘3s+lick’ (3,6) 

t  /i+ktt/ 
[i.kt.t] 
‘3s+throw’ 

 /i+kumt/ 
[i.kum.t] 
‘3s+cover’ 

k    /m+kn/ 
[m.kn] 
‘1pEXCL+eat’ 

m /mdmd+i+i/ 
[md.m.di.i] 
‘pregnant+CM+NOM’ 
(3) 

  /i+pmm/ 
[i.pm.m] 
‘3s+CAUS+heavy’ 

n  
 

 

/ti+pr+kt+ni/ 
[ti.pr.kt.n.j] 
‘3p+REC+pelt+VAL’ 

 /m+ni/ 
[m.n.j] 
‘1pEXCL+boil’ (6) 

 /tud+n/ 
[tudn] 
‘back.of.head+3sPOS’ 
(1,4) 

  /m/ 
[m..] 
‘1pEXCL+chase.away’ 
(6) 

C
2 

r (2)   /mru/ 
[mru] 
‘1pEXCL.DL’ (3,6) 
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Notes: (1) Only one occurrence; (2) Phonetic insertion only, e.g. /nr/ [n.dr]; 
(3) Reduplication only; (4) Arop1 dialect /turn/; (5) Lokep dialect only; (6) Only 
with subject agreement prefix /m+/. 

Geminate clusters have been interpreted as two consonants across a syllable 
boundary, rather than as long consonants. Such clusters are rare, but they stand 
in contrast to single medial consonants. 

233) a. /kAddE+nE/ [«kAd.»dE.nE] ‘back+3sPOS’ 
b. /k A d A k A dE+nE/ [«kA.RA.«kA.»dE.nE] ‘pith+3sPOS’ 

234) a. /mArrA+n A/ [«mAr.»rA.nA] ‘light+3sPOS’ 

 C1 

 n  r s l 

b /inb/ 
[in.b] 
‘and’ (1) 

/bobo/ 
[bo.bo] 
‘tomorrow’ 

/kisir+b/ 
[ki.sir.b] 
‘quiet+ADJ’ 

/pus+b/ 
[pus.b] 
‘content+ADJ’ 

/blbl/ 
[bl.bl] 
‘tree.sp.’ 

p /knpitiki/ 
[kn.pi.ti.ki] 
‘star’ 

 /i+surpk/ 
[i.sur.p.] 
‘3s+push’ 

 /itpulpul 
[i.t.pu.pu] 
‘3s+roll’ 

d /kndot/ 
[kn.dot] 
‘separate’ 

/didi/ 
[di.di] 
‘grass’ (1,3) 

   

t /muntu/ 
[mun.tu] 
‘morning’ 

 /krt/ 
[kr.t] 
‘vine.sp.’ 

 /i+klt/ 
[i.kl.t] 
‘3s+cover’ 

 /unun/ 
[un.un] 
‘hanging.hook’ (3) 

/boi/ 
[bo.j] 
‘banana.sp.’ 

/rr/ 
[r.r] 
‘fence.post’ 

  

k /i+kinkt/ 
[i.kin.k.t] 
‘3s+read’ 

 /burk+n/ 
[bur.k.n] 
‘wrinkles+3sPOS’ 

/busktr/ 
[bus.k.tr] 
‘fish.sp.’ 

/blkp/ 
[bl.kp] 
‘temporary.shelter’ 

m /i+kn+mt/ 
[i.kn.m.t] 
‘3s+recline+die’ 

/i+lu+mi/ 
[i.lu.mj] 
‘3s+trick+VAL’ 

/prm+n/ 
[pr.m.n] 
‘underside+3sOS’ 

/mosmos/ 
[mos.mos] 
‘slowly’ 

/kolmn/ 
[ko.mn] 
‘elder’ 

n /nnui/ 
[n.nuj] 
‘rainbow’ 

  /sn/ 
[s.n] 
‘no.way’ 

/solol/ 
[s.o.o] 
‘robin’ 

 /dundunn/ 
[dun.dun..n] 
‘straight’ 

  /ms+n/ 
[ms..n] 
‘pain+3sPOS’ 

/kl+n/ 
[kl..n] 
‘voice+3sPOS’ 

r /nr/ 
[n.dr] 
‘pandanus.sp.’ 

/ru/ 
[ru] 
‘2pDL’ 

/i+burrum/ 
[i.bur.rum] 
‘3s+dark’ 

  

s /ni+n+ss/ 
[nin.s.s] 
‘grandparent 
+3sPOS+’ 

   /blski/ 
[bl.s.kj] 
‘ringfinger’ 

C
2 

l /lonlon+i+i/ 
[lon.lo.ni.i] 
‘change.clothes 
+CM+NOM’ 

/i+lulu/ 
[i.lu.lu] 
‘3s+trick’ (3) 

/korlp/ 
[kor.l.p] 
‘crab.sp.’ 

 /i+llk/ 
[il.l.k] ~ 
[il.l.k] 
‘3s+commit.incest’ 
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b. /mArE+nE/ [mA.»rE.nE] ‘skull.center+3sPOS’ 

235) a. /i+kAttE/ [i.»kAt.tE] ‘3s+throw’ 
b. /i+kArA+kAt+i/ [i.«kA.rA.»kA.ti] ‘3s+chew+sever+3sPOS’ 

236) a. /sAllAu/ [»sAl.«lAw] ‘malaise’ 
b. /i+sAlAu/ [i.»sA.«lAw] ‘3s+singe’ 

237) a. /kii/ [kj.j] ‘many’ 
b. /k+i/ [k.j] ‘2p+with.3sPOS’ 

Contractions of certain syllable types are not uncommon in Arop-Lokep. 
This process involves the elision of a reduplicated root leaving only the root’s 
first syllable onset consonant as a trace. Reduplicated roots beginning with any 
consonant phoneme other than the plosives appear capable of undergoing 
contraction. This process results in variation between geminate and single 
consonants, and can lead to a geminate occurring word-initially, in violation of 
the *CLUSTER constraint. This is the only situation in which a word-initial 
geminate may occur. 

Origins of contracted forms: 
238) a. /i+lulu/ [i.»lu.lu] ‘3s+vomit’ 

b. /i+llu/ [«il.»lu] ‘3s+vomit’ 

239) a. /ti+mAtA+mAtA/ [ti.«mA.tA.»mA.tA] ‘3p+die+die’ 
b. /ti+m+mAtA/ [tim.»mA.tA] ‘3p+die+die’ 

240) a. /noNnoN/ [«noN.»noN] ‘coconut.leaf.spine’  
   (Lokep dialect) 
b. /nnoN/ [»nnoN] ‘coconut.leaf.spine’ 

241) a. /sAgAsAgA/ [«sA.gA.»sA.gA] ‘stretcher’ 
b. /ssAgA/ [»ssA.gA] ‘stretcher’ 

Contrasts between geminates and non-geminates: 
242) a. /rrAi/ [»rrAj] ‘afternoon’ 

b. /rAi/ [»rAj] ‘year’ 

243) a. /nni+i+i/ [nn.i.i] ‘give.away+CM+NOM’ 
b. /ni+i+i/ [n.i.i] ‘boil+CM+NOM’ 

244) a. /i+llu/ [il.»lu] ‘3s+vomit’ 
b. /i+lu/ [i.»lu] ‘3s+mound’ 
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As discussed in section 7.2.1, the extrametrical subject agreement prefixes 
become stressed when closed with a geminate consonant. Following the first 
person plural exclusive prefix /m+/, the geminate is degeminated to avoid a 
sequence of three consonants, and /m+/ becomes stressed. 

245) a. /+llu/ [l.lu] ‘1s+trick’ 
b. /m+llu/ [m.lu] ‘1pEXCL+trick’ 

246) a. /+rriu/ [r.riw] ‘1s+wash’ 
b. /m+rriu/ [m.riw] ‘1pEXCL+wash’ 

11.2 Vowel Sequences 
According to this analysis, syllabic vowel sequences only occur across 

syllable boundaries in Arop-Lokep. Such sequences are rare with only a handful 
of examples each for the few different vowel combinations realised. 

Syllabic vowels in combination with the non-syllabic semivowels are 
common with all combinations accounted for except [ˆw] and [ij]. 

There is only one example in the language of contrastive vowel length 
within a syllable. The preposition /k/ ‘of’ combines with the pronouns /di/ ‘3p’ 
and /idi/ ‘1pINCL’, and creates a minimal pair: 

247) a. /k+di/ [ki.di] ‘of+3p’ 
b. /k+idi/ [ki.di] ‘of+1pINCL’ 
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V
2 

The following table shows all possible sequences of vowels within and 
across syllable boundaries. 

Table 10: Vowel sequences 
V1 

 i     o u 
/kui/ 
[kuj] 
‘fish.sp.’ 

/m+iin/ 
[m.jin] 
‘1pEXCL+ 
drink’ 

/ri/ 
[rj] 
‘kunai.grass’ 

/bli/ 
[b.lj] 
‘like.what’ 

/ilii/ 
[j.li.i] 
‘razor’ 

/mli/ 
[m.lj]
‘ravine’ 

/i+poi/ 
[i.poj] 
‘3s+carr.on. 
head’ /tuiri/ 

[t.wi.ri] 
‘wooden.bowl’ 

i 

 
 

  /iri/ 
[.iri] 
‘day.before. 
yesterday’ 

 /i+lois/ 
[i.lo.i.s] 
‘3s+die.in. 
childbirth’ 

/i+suiu/ 
[i.su.ju] 
‘3s+stab’ 

/m+is/ 
[m.js] ~ 
[m.js] 
‘1pEXCL 
+be.hot’ 

     /m+ut/ 
[m.w.t] ~ 
[m.w.t] 
‘1pEXCL+speak’ 

 

      /mtuk nun/ 
[m.tuk nu.n] 
‘coconut.sp.’ 

/i+i/ 
[i.j] 
‘3s+suffice’ 

     /kukun/ 
[k.w. 
k.w.n] 
‘grey.headed+ 
3sPOS’ 

 

 /k++/ 
[k..] 
‘husk.coconuts 
+CM+NOM’ 

 /b+n/ 
[b..n] 
‘hand+3sPOS’

  /ruk/ 
[ru.k] 
‘hawk.sp.’ 

/i+i.k.l/ 
[i.j.k.l] 
‘3s+hide’ 

     /i+ku/ 
[i.k.w] 
‘3s+get’ 

 

/bi/ 
[bi..] 
‘fruit.bat’ 

    /lolo++/
[lo.lo..]
‘light+CM+ 
NOM’ 

/dun/ 
[du..n] 
‘bow.and.arrow’ 

/i/ 
[j] 
‘shovel’ 

     /kku/ 
[k.k.w] 
‘platform’ 

 

/kid/ 
[ki..] 
‘outrigger.poles’

      

/io/ 
[jo] 
REL 

     /douo/ 
[do.wo] 
‘pig.net’ 

 

o 

/ki+o/ 
[ki.o] 
‘of+2s’ 

  /kor/ 
[k.or] 
‘thumb’ 
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/i+liu/ 
[i..liw] 
‘3s+turn.over’ 

 /tlu/ 
[.t.lw]
‘one.only’ 

    

/iu/ 
[ju] 
‘spear’ 

 u 

/kiur/ 
[ki.ur] 
‘rigging’ 

/i+du/ 
[i.d.w] ~ 
[i.d.w] 
‘3s+enter’ 

 /us/ 
[.us] 
‘wake’ 

 /i+souon/ 
[i.so.won] 
‘3s+trailblaze’

/suul/ 
[su.w] 
‘paddle.handle’ 

12. Phonemic Contrasts 

Bilabial The phonemes /p/, /b/, /m/ and the semivowel allophone [w] 
contrast word-initially, intervocalically, and following another 
consonant. 

248) #___ 
a. /piso+n o/ [pi.»so.no] ‘navel+3sPOS’ 
b. /birA+n A/ [bi.»rA.nA] ‘fish.eggs+3sPOS’ 
c. /mis+i+N i/ [mi.»si.Ni] ‘shrink+CM+NOM’ 
d. /uis+i+N i/ [wi.»si.Ni] ‘carry+CM+NOM’ 

249) V___V 
a. /i+sApA/ [i»sA.pA] ‘3s+mourn’ 
b. /bAbA/ [«bA.»bA] ‘sea.grass’ 
c. /sAmA/ [»sA.mA] ‘outrigger’ 
d. /A+iAuAr/ [A.»jA.«wAr] ‘1s+send’ 

250) C___ 
a. /boNboN/ [«boN.»boN] ‘tomorrow’ 
b. /punpun/ [«pun.»pun] ‘coconut.husk’ 
c. /A+mAnmAn/ [A.»mAn.«mAn] ‘1s+wipe’ 
d. /A+uit+uit/ [A.»wit.«wit] ‘1s+tie+tie’ 
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Alveolar The phonemes /t/, /d/, /n/, /r/, /s/ and /l/ contrast word-initially, 
intervocalically, and following another consonant. 

251) #___ 
a. /tç+k/ [»tçk] ‘older.sibling+1sPOS’ 
b. /dçk/ [»dçk] ‘good’ 
c. /nçkçt/ [nç.«kçt] ‘now’ 
d. /rç+k/ [»rçk] ‘in-law+1sPOS’ 
e. /sç+k/ [»sçk] ‘what.+1sPOS’ 
f. /lçs/ [»lçs] ‘tree.sp’ 

252) V___V 
a. /dˆtˆ/ [»dˆ.tˆ] ~ [d.t] ‘ladder’ 
b. /dEdE/ [«dE.»dE] ‘plug’ 
c. /nEnE/ [«nE.»nE] ‘debutant’ 
d. /rErE/ [«rE.»rE] ‘rope’ 
e. /bˆsˆ/ [b.s] ~ [»bE.sE] ‘eager’ 
f. /sˆlˆ/ [s.l] ~ [»sE.lE] ‘machete’ 

253) C___ 
a. /Am+ti/ [Am.»ti] ‘1pEXCL+pour’ 
b. /Am+di/ [Am.»di] ‘1pEXCL+go.inland’ 
c. /Am+nini/ [Am.»ni.ni] ‘1pEXCL+chase’ 
d. /Am+rE/ [Am.»rE] ‘1pEXCL+build’ 
e. /Am+si/ [Am.»si] ‘1pEXCL+come.down’ 
f. /Am+li/ [Am.»li] ‘1pEXCL+weave’ 

Dorsal The phonemes /k/, /g/, /N/ and the allophonic glide [j] contrast 
word-initially, intervocalically, and following another consonant. 

254) #___ 
a. /kAliki/ [kA.»li.ki] ‘pillow’ 
b. /gAli+ni/ [gA.»li.ni] ‘side+3sPOS’ 
c. /NAs+i+Ni/ [NA.»si.Ni] ‘wash+CM+NOM’ 
d. /iAuAr+i+Ni/ [«jA.wA.»ri.Ni] ‘sent+CM+NOM’ 

255) V___V 
a. /boko/ [»bo.ko] ‘butterfly’ 
b. /gogo/ [«go.»go] ‘tree.sp’ 
c. /NoNo/ [»No.No] ‘mucous’ 
d. /kA+iE/ [»kA.jE] ‘2s+with’ 
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256) C___ 
a. /kArkAr/ [«kAr.»kAr] ‘ant’ 
b. /gErgEr/ [«gEr.»gEr] ‘fence.post’ 
c. /i+mANAnNAn/ [i.«mA.»NAn.«NAn] ‘3s+be.mushy’ 
d.  /i+iiniin/ [i.»jin.«jin] ‘3s+greet’ 

Glottal The glottal stop // occurs only word finally and contrasts with /k/ 
and Ø. It does not contrast with /g/ which occurs only syllable-
initially. 

257) a. /k/ [k] ‘kangaroo’ 
b. // [] ‘COMP’ 

258) a. /+k/ [k] ‘name+1sPOS’ 
b. // [] ‘yes’ 
c. // [] ‘and/but’ 

Vowels The phonemes /i/, /E/, /A/, /u/, /o/, /ç/ and // contrast word-initially, 
interconsonantally, and word-finally. The word-initial example given 
for // (259g) occurs only in the Lokep dialect. 

259) #___ 
a.  /i+k/ [»ik] ‘tail+1sPOS’ 
b.  /E+k/ [»Ek] ‘name+1sPOS’ 
c.  /Am/ [»Am] ‘1pEXCL’ 
d.  /ul/ [»uÒ] ‘pepper.vine’ 
e.  /oN/ [»oN] ‘2s’ 
f.  /çk/ [»çk] ‘wallaby’ 
g.  /ˆsnA/ [»ˆs.nA] ‘ouch’ (Lokep) 

260) C___C 
a.  /lili/ [«li.»li] ‘surf.board’ 
b.  /ti+pElElE/ [ti.»pE.«lE.lE] ‘3p+beachcomb’ 
c.  /mAlAlA/ [»mA.«lA.lA] ‘village’ 
d.  /lulu/ [«lu.»lu] ‘tidal.wave’ 
e.  /lolo/ [»lo.lo] ‘bush.man’ 
f.  /lçlç/ [»lç.lç] ‘thunder’ 
g.  /lˆsˆ/ [»lˆ.sˆ] ‘lice.nit’ 
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261) ___# 
a.  /i+li/ [i.»li] ‘3s+weave’ 
b.  /i+rE/ [i.»rE] ‘3s+build’ 
c.  /i+lA/ [i.»lA] ‘3s+go.across’ 
d. /i+lu/ [i.»lu] ‘3s+mound’ 
e.  /i+lo/ [i.»lo] ‘3s+go.up’ 
f.  /i+lç/ [i.»lç] ‘3s+heat’ 
g.  /i+kˆ/ [i.»kˆ] ‘3s+husk’ 

12.1 Additional Comments on // and // 
The previous discussion on the distribution of vowels has shown that the 

phonemes /ç/ and /ˆ/ occur infrequently relative to the five other vowel 
phonemes. This leads us to question their phonemic status. The following 
sections are included to more fully demonstrate relevant contrasts and to discuss 
alternative interpretations. 

12.1.1 Contrasts between /o/ and // 
The phoneme /o/ contrasts with /ç/ word-initially, interconsonantally, and 

word-finally. 
262) a. /o/ [»o] ‘IRR’ 

b. /ç/ [»ç] ‘INJ’ 

263) a. /oN/ [»oN] ‘2s’ 
b. /çm/ [»çm] ‘night.wind’ 

264) a. /onA/ [»o.nA] ‘yipes’ 
b. /çrç/ [»ç.rç] ‘vine’ 

265) a. /gok/ [»gok] ‘wild’ 
b. /kç+k/ [»kçk] ‘mouth+1sPOS’ 

266) a. /lo+k/ [»lok] ‘inside+1sPOS’ 
b. /gçlçk/ [»gç.«lçk] ‘bald’ 

267) a. /rono/ [»ro.no] ‘yesterday’ 
b. /rç+nç/ [»rç.nç] ‘in-law+3sPOS’ 

268) a. /so/ [»so] ‘something’ 
b. /sç/ [»sç] ‘what’ 
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The previous comments on vowel sequences noted that there are few 
syllabic vowel sequences. Indeed, there are only three examples of the sequence 
/Ao/ in this corpus of data. 

269) a. /nAol/ [»nA.«oÒ] ‘sound’ 
b. /kAor/ [»kA.«or] ‘thumb’ 
c. /tio/ [ti..o] ‘not.as.yet’ 

These examples appear in contrast to the phoneme /ç/ in the following 
analogous environments. Thus it is unlikely that the phone [ç] is underlyingly 
the sequence /Ao/ (or vice versa). 

270) a.  /mçlmçl/ [«mçÒ.»mçÒ] ‘true’ 
b. /i+kçrçk/ [i.»kç.«rçk] ‘3s+scratch’ 

12.1.2 Contrasts between /i/, // and // 
The phonemes /i/, /ˆ/ and /E/ demonstrate good contrasts interconsonantally 

and word-finally. Word-initially, [] occurs only once, and only among some 
speakers of the Lokep dialect. 

271) a. /inbE/ [»in.bE] ‘and’ 
b. /sn/ [»ˆs.nA] ~ [»Es.nA] ‘ouch’ (Lokep) 
c. /sn/ [s.n] ‘ouch’ (Arop) 

272) a. /i+kis/ [i.»kis] ‘3s+squeeze’ 
b. /i+kˆs/ [i.»kˆs] ‘3s+cross.over’ 

273) a. /kiskis/ [kis.kis] ‘betelnut.sp.’  
b. /ksks/ [ks.ks] ‘chase.pigs!’ 

274) a. /li/ [.lj] ‘sorry’ 
b. /bli/ [b.lj] ‘like.what’ 

275) a. /tk/ [tk] ‘sea’ 
b. /t+k/ [tk] ‘faeces+1sPOS’ 

276) a. /i+kin/ [i.»kin] ‘3s+pick’ 
b. /ikˆn/ [i.»kˆn] ‘3s+lay’ 
c. /kE+nE/ [»kE.nE] ‘leg+3sPOS’ 

277) a. /ki/ [»ki] ‘rat’ 
b. /kˆ/ [»kˆ] ‘husking.stick’ 
c. /kE/ [»kE] ‘sun’ 
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278) a. /limi/ [»li.mi] ‘five’ 
b. /lˆ/ [»lˆ] ‘thus’ 
c. /lE/ [»lE] ‘sail’ 

As noted earlier, all speakers have the phoneme // in their repertoire at least 
to some extent, and there seems to be a small class of words where it always 
occurs. Speakers seem more aware of the contrast with // where there are 
minimal pairs involved, as with /tk/ ‘sea’ and /t+k/ ‘faeces+1sPOS’, /i+p/ 
‘3s+paddle’ and /i+p/ ‘3s+plant’. These examples may need to be taken into 
consideration in the orthography even if others which show more variation 
between // and // are left under-differentiated ([s.l] ~ [s.l], for example). 
For the less consistent examples, which have been shown in this paper as being 
in free variation, the // phoneme is generally utilised more by older than by 
younger speakers, and younger speakers of the Arop dialect have it in more 
words than do younger speakers of the Lokep dialect. 

Because of the perceptual closeness of // and //, we measured the formant 
values for a sample of // and // vowels in different words, to further clarify the 
difference between them. F1 is inversely correlated with tongue height; a low 
F1 is an indicator of a high vowel, whereas a high F1 is a low vowel. F2 is less 
directly related to frontness and backness, but a higher F2 tends to suggest a 
front vowel. As can be seen from the data displayed in Table 12 and Chart 1, 
there is a clear difference between the two vowels. The vowel // has an average 
F1 of 441 Hz, and an average F2 of 1270 Hz. This indicates a mid front vowel. 
The average values for the vowel // are 367 Hz for F1 and 1045 Hz for F2, 
indicating a vowel that is significantly higher and further back in the mouth 
than //; these values are typical for a mid-high central vowel. 

Table 12: Formant values for the vowels // and // 
(based on three recorded samples per word) 

// // 
  F1 F2  F1 F2 
 li 387 1014  bli 443 1381
 sl 378 1055  bli 442 1227
 k 366 1054  kn 457 1273
 ip 337 1059  k 434 1281
       ip 428 1188
Overall average 367 1045Overall average 441 1270
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Chart 1: F1 and F2 values for // and //
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With regard to the origin of this phoneme, there are no occurrences of the 

sequences /iE/. It could then be argued that the phone [ˆ], although realised in its 
surface form as mononuclear vowel, is underlyingly the vowel sequence /iE/. 
This seems somewhat unlikely, however, in view of words such as [k..], 
which would underlyingly be /ki++/ ‘husk.coconuts+CM+NOM’. This 
would be the only verb root in the language of the shape CVV that does not end 
in a high vowel phoneme. It might also be expected that a form such as 
/ki++/ would surface as [ki..], the final vowel of the verb root 
becoming the class marker as with other CVV roots, e.g. /nu+u+u/ 
[n.u.u] ‘grate+CM+NOM’. 

Whatever its origin, the phoneme // demonstrates a high degree of variation 
between speakers. For this reason and because of its rarity, it may be best to 
leave the majority of occurrences under-differentiated in the orthography. 
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13. Proposed Orthography 
Members of the Arop-Lokep language community frequently send letters to 

one another in the vernacular language. Over the years they have incorporated 
the Tok Pisin orthography as their convention for writing their language. There 
is now a small body of written literature in the Poonoo language consisting of 
translated Scripture material developed under a trial orthography. The following 
chart displays each Arop-Lokep phoneme, the Tok Pisin orthographic symbol 
generally employed, the existing trial orthography and the proposed graphemes. 

Table 11: Arop-Lokep orthographies 

Arop-Lokep 
phoneme 

Tok Pisin 
orthography 

Trial 
orthography 

Proposed 
orthography 

p p p p 
t t t t 
k k k k 
 k g  
b b b b 
d d d d 
g g g g 
m m m m 
n n n n 
N ng ng ng 
r r, rr r r 
s s s s 
l l l l 
i i, y i, y i, y 
ˆ i ie e, ie 
E e e e 
A a a a 
ç o oo oo 
u u, w u, w u, w 
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The differences between the existing writing convention and the proposed 
orthography are several. Justifications for the different symbols are given 
below. These recommended changes will be presented to the Arop-Language 
language committee6 for their input and evaluation. 
1. Local authors of the Arop-Lokep language either do not represent the 

glottal stop /?/ at all in their writings or they use the symbol “k”, although 
this also represents the voiceless velar plosive in the same environment. For 
this reason the symbol “g” was utilized in the trial orthography; the /g/ 
phoneme does not occur in coda position and the glottal stop does not occur 
elsewhere. However, this is not an intuitive usage, and because the 
occurrence of the glottal stop is rare and it carries a low functional load, it 
is recommended that it should not be represented at all. 

2. The trilled alveolar /r/ has been represented in the past by the symbols “r” 
and “rr”. Some speakers like the digraph because it distinguishes the Arop-
Lokep trill from the Tok Pisin approximant [®] or flap [R]. However, 
because there is a contrast between geminate /rr/ and /r/, it is recommended 
that the single “r” should be used for /r/ and the digraph reserved for the 
geminate (as in /rrAi/ ‘afternoon’, written “rrai”, vs. /rAi/ ‘year’, written 
“rai”). 

3. The low back rounded vocoid /ç/ is not distinguished in the Tok Pisin 
orthography. The traditional writing convention for both /ç/ and /o/ has 
been by the homograph “o”. 

Healey (1975:61) suggests that the preferred symbol for /ç/ is “o”. Barring 
that, he recommends the digraph “ao”. The digraph “ao” however, is not 
suitable for Poonoo because this symbolisation is already employed in the 
orthography to represent the adjacent phonemes /A/ and /o/ in words such as 
/nAol/ ‘sound’. 

The most closely related language to Arop-Lokep that represents the same 
phonemic distinction in its orthography is Sio of Morobe Province. The German 
Lutheran missionaries Stolz and Wagner, possibly following the example of 
Kâte, represented the phone /ç/ by the symbol “â”. This diacritic is still used in 
the updated Sio orthography (Clark & Clark, 1986). 

Sio has a historical influence on Long Island. It was evangelised by Sio 
Lutherans beginning in 1925 (Ball and Hughes 1982:501). The present 
generation of Long Islanders trace their religious roots to Sio and the villages 
                                                           
6 The Arop-Lokep language committee consists of one person from each of the 13 main 
villages comprising the language group. 
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on the south side of Long Island continue to maintain a fair degree of contact 
with Sio. There has been some intermarriage between Long Island and Sio. 
Despite Sio’s historical influence upon and present contact with Long Island, 
Sio’s prestige in the eyes of the greater Arop-Lokep community is not such that 
emulation of the Sio orthography is necessarily desired on that basis. 

The Yabêm language of Morobe Province is known by some of the older 
church leaders in the Arop-Lokep language community. They had been trained 
in Yabêm according to Lutheran policy for Austronesian speakers (Renck, 
1977:850). Yabêm scripture portions can still be found in some Long Island 
homes. Yabêm has a 7 vowel system. The phonemes /e/, /E/, /o/ and /ç/ are 
symbolised in its orthography as “ê”, “e”, “ô” and “o” respectively. 

Other Papua New Guinea languages symbolising the phoneme /ç/ in their 
orthographies are exemplified by the languages Toaripi and Hewa. Toaripi of 
Gulf Province has employed the symbol “o#”. Hewa of the Southern Highlands 
Province utilises the symbol “o” for /ç/ and “o_” for /o/ (Vollrath 1985:74). 

Long Islanders have been representing the phoneme /ç/ in their written 
materials as “o”. Thus it appears that their psycholinguistic perception of the 
phoneme /ç/ is more akin to the symbol “o” than the symbol “a”. It was 
therefore recommended to the Poonoo Language Committee that the symbol 
“o” be modified to represent the unique phoneme /ç/. Their suggestion was that 
since the sound of the phoneme /ç/ was just like the sound of the phoneme /o/ 
except the former is “pulled” longer than the latter, the former should be written 
with the digraph “oo”.  

This digraph has been successfully used in the limited distribution of 
published Scripture materials under trial orthography status. The only negative 
feedback has been that it does make certain words such as, soorookoonoo ‘dry 
place’, look very long. No further changes are suggested in this regard. 
4. The phoneme /ˆ/ has not been distinguished in the traditional writing 

system. It has generally been under-differentiated by utilising the symbol 
“e”. It was suggested in the trial orthography that it be symbolised by the 
digraph “ie”. This digraph can cause confusion when situated inter-
consonantally in a CVC syllable, as a syllable boundary would be expected 
between two vowels in such an environment. Specific instruction on this 
symbol is required to orient readers to this non-intuitive usage. Because of 
the high degree of variation between speakers, and because the phoneme 
seems to be dying out in the language, it is now recommended that it 
should generally be left under-differentiated and written as “e”, as native 
speaker perceptions seem to suggest that it is more closely related to /E/ 
than to /i/. Where minimal pairs are concerned, the trial orthography has 
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been relatively successful in distinguishing words such as /tk/ ‘sea’ and 
/t+k/ ‘faeces+1sPOS’ (written “tiek” and “tek” respectively), /i+p/ 
‘3s+paddle’ and /i+p/ ‘3s+plant’ (written “ipie” and “ipe”); these spellings 
should therefore be retained. 

5. The semivowels have been analysed as sub-phonemic. Nevertheless, the 
symbols “w” and “y” would probably be useful in assisting reader fluency 
by breaking up vowel sequences in words such as /i+iimi/ ‘3s+buy’ and 
/ku+uuk/ ‘2s+cough’. This is especially important in a community wherein 
most readers are already familiar with the Tok Pisin orthography. 

The following spelling rules are suggested. 1) High vowels occurring word-
initially followed by another vowel will be written as semivowels. 2) Verb root 
initial high vowels will be written as semivowels. 3) All other high vowels will 
be written as vowels. These rules need to be tested before any final decision is 
made. 

Table 12: Semivowels in proposed orthography 

Phonemic Phonetic Proposed orthography Gloss 
/i+iimi/ [i.ji.mi] “iyimi” ‘3s+buy’ 
/m+rriu+i/ [m.ri.wi] “amrriui” ‘1pEXCL+wash+3s’ 
/ku+uuk/ [ku.wuk] “kuwuk” ‘2s+cough’ 
/kiuiu/ [ki.wiw] “kiuiu” ‘spoon’ 
/i+ru/ [i.r.w] “iraua” ‘3s+answer’ 
/i+ru+u/ [i.r.u] “irauu” ‘3s+hit+3s’ 
/kul/ [k.w] “kaual” ‘mountain’ 
/poioi/ [po.joj] “poioi” ‘duck’ 
/ki+i+i/ [k.i.i] “kooingi” ‘voyage+CM+NOM’ 
/ili/ [j.lj] “yelei” ‘why’ 
/us/ [w.s] “wasa” ‘bird.sp.’ 
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14. Sample Text 
The following text is included to aid the reader in conceptualising the 

printed appearance of Poonoo in the proposed orthography. The text is a 
narrative discourse told by Dais Beka of Matapun village, Long Island. 

Kiroro 
Nga be agasa betanga kiau modmodono pattu nga. Airi au aye Yep amlo be lo 

ampa karam. Ammadit ke rumu ki amlo pang rumu kiau. Motong awete panga, 
“Si kuwud dookoot. Alo lo alonlon le asi lo ngan be aru tapa karam.” 

Alonlon asi, motong ator di rara kiau ye matau kiau. Ngan tiwete, “Iken rumu 
kidi kolman.” 

Motong ala la akauu aman. Motong la awete pang Yep. “Tool kiau, aru tapa.” 
Amru amkiu di gaunu ru, mukana atu inbe kooroonoo atu amlo. Amlo kakau 

ke Isakel, motong amru ampa amdi amkamata kai butana atu. Motong la awete 
panga, “Tool kiau, kutara kai du. Atara kai ke madini.” 

Amtara a idu tana amdada amdu ngan du akamata kiroro atu. Ipa ilo pang 
manong kaini. Motong awete panga, “Yep kusi. Kiroro bi ipa.” 

Isi motong awete, “Tool kiau, matau kiong man.” Man atara atara idu tana 
idu amkauu. Apauu, motong atoru, “Se be isola?” 

Motong amru ampa mulu. Amdu amtara. Awete panga, “Kutara manong atu.” 
Ngan du isauloko. Atara balbal iduku a idu, ngan du amkaua kiroro san mulu. 

Motong amru ampa mulu. Motong amtara sep san mulu. Ngan idu. Ngan 
kiroro ki siap. Ampa mulu amdi. Awete panga, “Kukodo dookoot. Atara sep i a 
idu.” Idu ngan amkaua kiroro pakara somai. 

Motong apauu a imot. Motong Yep isola. Tool kiau isola. Amse arono, 
motong awete panga, “Dada na i. A tadu pang tiek.” Iyei ne, “E, tadu.” Amtoo 
dada amsi. Motong atoru, “Be kuyin matuk, too tiap?” 

Ngan iyei ne, “Tayin matuk.” 
Amru ampot. Motong arookoo matuk. Arookoo matuk asi amyin. Amsi rumu 

kiau. Motong la awete panga, “Kumarioo kasin ngan lo kudu pang rumu 
kiong.” 

Ammarioo motong atoru, “Ole kusolo kiroro atu, too tiap?” 
Ngan iyei ne, “Au rimak isaue ye salaungu kiroro tiap. Sila iken. Akap bus 

leu a adu.” 
Motong la isolo bus a isi pang rumu ki. Le betanga kiau imot nanga. 
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Possum 
Now I’m going to tell you a short bit of my talk. The day before yesterday, 

Jeff and I went up to go up and walk in the jungle. We started from his house 
and we went up to my house. Then I said to him, “Come and have a seat. I’ll go 
up and change my clothes, then I’ll come down and then the two of us will walk 
in the jungle.” 

I changed my clothes and came down, then I asked my relatives for my axe. 
Then they said, “It’s in the elders’ house.” 

Then I went across and got it and came across. Then I spoke to Jeff. “My 
friend, let’s go.” 

We two called the two dogs, one black one and one red one, and we went up. 
We went up to Isakel’s cacao plantation, then we two walked and went inland 
and saw a tree overgrown (with vines). Then I said to him, “My friend, chop the 
tree down. I’ll chop the tree from its side.” 

We chopped it and it fell down to the ground; we ran and went down then as 
we went down we saw a possum. It was going to the trunk of a manong tree. 
Then I said to him, “Jeff, come down. There’s a possum going.” 

He came down, then I said, “My friend, give me your axe.” I chopped and 
chopped and it went down to the ground and we got it. I bound it, then I asked 
him, “Who’s going to carry it?” 

Then the two of us walked again. We went down and we chopped. I said to 
him, “Chop down a manong tree.” Then going down it was hung up. I chopped 
a balbal tree and it broke off and went down, then we got another possum. 

Then the two of us walked again. Then we cut down a palm tree again. Then 
it went down. But it didn’t have any possums. We walked again and went 
inland. I said to him, “You stand by. I’ll chop this palm tree and it will go 
down.” It went down then we got a very big female possum. 

Then I bound it and it was finished. Then Jeff carried it. My friend carried it. 
We came up to a ridge, then I said to him, “Here’s the road. And we’ll go down 
to the ocean.” He spoke like this, “Yes, we’ll go down.” We followed the road 
and came down. Then I asked him, “Do you want to drink coconut, or not?” 

Then he spoke like this, “Let’s drink coconut.” 
The two of us came inland. Then I climbed a coconut tree. I climbed the 

coconut and came down and we drank. We came down to my house. Then I said 
to him, “You rest a little then go down to your house.” 

We rested then I asked him, “Perhaps you’ll take a possum, or not?” 
Then he spoke like this, “My wife doesn’t know how to singe possums. It can 

stay here. I’ll only take taro and go down.” 
Then he carried the taro and came down to his house. And so my story 

finishes here.  
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